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ABSTRACT

This document presents the master plan for Florida
postsecondary education, with recommendations in the areas of access,
interdependence, outcomes, and funding. An introduction offers a vision
statement for postsecondary education in the state, reviews the planning
process, identifies underlying principles, and explains the planning context.
The section on access presents 20 recommendations concerning access,
productivity, and technology. Next, the section on interdependence offers 17
recommendations which address preparation for postsecondary education,
educational partnerships, and the preparation of teachers. The 14
recommendations in the section about postsecondary education outcomes focus
on workforce preparation and economic development. The section on funding
proposes 14 recommendations addressing the following areas:
accountability/performance funding, funding for instruction and research,
public education capital outlay, tuition and financial aid, and support for
the independent sector. The concluding section reviews 10 broad goals.
Appended materials include a list of planning commission members and staff,
and exhibits which present further detail in support of each of the
document's main sections. (DB)
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January 23,1998
Dear Floridians:

Chairmen's

Letter.

The Posts&ondary EdUcation Planning Commission developed Challenges
and Choices: The Master Plan for Florida Postsecondary Education in accOrdance with Section 240.147(2), ,Florida Statutes, which directs the Commission to "prepare and submit to the State Board of Education a master plan
for postsecondary education." This Master Plan will serve as the basis for the
strategic planning efforts of our public and independent postsecondary education sectors, and their active involvement throughout the development of
Challenges and Choices is greatly appreciated. The Commission adopted
Challenges and Choices on January 23, 1998.
While building on previous master planning efforts, this.plan focuses on propelling Florida into the next millennium where the intellectual resources of the
populace will determine the 'economic and social well-being of the,State. To
raise the educational attainment of the citizenry, all available resources must
be fully used and integrated. Limitations and constraints on the educational
delivery system must be reviewed and, where appropriate, redefined. Mis-sions need to reflect the strengths of institutions and portray the students,
industries, and communities they serve whilecollectively meeting state needs"
and reflecting a cost effective use of state resoUrces.

This plan focuses
on propelling
Florida into the
next millennium
where the
intellectual
resources of the
populace will
determine the
economic and
The goal to raise the educational attainment of the citizenry is laid before the social well-being
State as the number of high school graduates surges, the diversity of students of the State.
increases, while conversely, the ability to demonstrate preparation for college

work decreases, and the demand for new skills in workers expands. These
additional challenges amplify the importance of interdependence in preparing all students for employment and lifelong learning, employing varied teaching techniques to reach all learning styles, and improving teacher education.

Preparing Floridians for kriowledge-bed employment in the next century is
fundamental to the future well-being of the State. Postsecondary education as
it exists today cannot fully respond to this challenge without an increased
focus on degree completion. Increasing access to degree completion will
require strong collaboration, cooperation, and support from government, public
and independent education, and business/industry in Florida. Not one of the
issues-addressed in Challenges and Choices is without cost, and a fair investment by all involved will be required. The choices made today will determine
what Florida will be tomorrow. The Commission believes that the leaders and
citizens of Florida will recognize the present challenges facing the State and
will choose the path to &stronger future.

During the past 15 months, the Commission received information from citi-

The Commission zens throughout the State and worked diligently to ensure that the Plan rebelieves that the flects the future needs of Florida. Challenges and Choices is the result of this

leaders and work, and we are available to discuss it with you.

citizens of Florida
will recognize the Sincerely,

present
challenges facing
the State and will
choose the path lvie R. Burch, Chairman
to a stronger Potsecondary Education Planning Commission
future.

LJ
Robert A. Bryan, Ph.D., Chairman
Master Plan Committee

OverAhe.paSf 15 _Months, the Comrnission_has been wOrkingorilhe'develoPment of the Challenges and Choices: The Master Plan for Florida Postsecondary Education. This represents the third iteration since the original Master Plan published in 1983. Challenges and Choices will serve aS the basis

for strategic plans to be developed by the State Board of Community Colleges, the Board of Regents, and the Independent Colleges and Universities of
Florida.

is designed to provide an in-depth representation of the
advice, research, testimony, and discussion that took place during the planning process. Inauded are an overview of the Plan's development, a descrip-tion of the state's demographic, social and economic Context, identification
and documentation of the Major challenges addressed by the Plan, and specific strategies-for dealihg with these challenges. Throughout the process, the
Commission was gUided by the vision developed for the 1993 Master Plan:
This Master Plan

i
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Vision
ostsecondary Education must provide an environment in which individuals are able to develop their capabilities to the fullest--as life-,
long learners, workers, citizens, and members of families and other
social institutions. More specifically, a pOstsecondary education system
must provide Floridians with the ability to acquire an increased cultural,
historic,, and scientific knowledge base; technical skills appropriate to both 1,--current and emerging employment opportunities; and an understanding
And appreciation of the multicultural nature of society in our increasingly
interdependent world. In providing these services, postsecondary institutions must be responsive to Florida's rapidly changing social and economic needs, including taking actions to optimize the use of the resources
that will be available to support those institutions in the future.
.

Planning Process
7
In preparation for development of the 1998 Master Plan, the Commission
identified a group of key leaders iepresentative of the beneficiaries of postsec-

ondary education. To obtain a broad perspective, emphasis was placed on
persons outside of the postsecondary education community. Among the entities represented were government, business and industry, health care, social work, and education. As the Plan developed, opportunities were pro7
vided through public hearings and other means for input frdrn individuals in
all educational sectors as well as other interested persons.

7
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The individuals contacted by the Commission in the Spring of 1997 were asked
to comment on the following issues:

1: What are the strengths and weaknesses.of our current system of
posIsecondary education?
2. What changes are required?
3. How can the system make greater contributions to the citizens of our
state?

4. What issues, educational or otherwise, have paramount importance
as Florida moves toward the next century?
Following this initial step, issue papers were prepared by staff for Commission

review and discussion. Three major areasAccess, Outcomes, Funding-were selected initially as the focus of the Plan. A:series of joint hearings were
held in cooperation with the sectors in May, June, and July at which testimony
related to the major issues identified was received and discussed by members
of the Commission, the Board of Regents, the State Board of Community Colleges, and the Independent Colleges and Universities of Florida. During these
discussions, a fourth area, InterdependenceA Seamless System, was identified as a priority as well. The product of these efforts follows.

Pndeflying

ciples

_

The Commission adopted the following principles as a template for Challenges
and Choices.
Florida's postsecondary education system shall:

be student/customer focused;
meet rising student demand while increasing program and degree
completion and maintaining standards of excellence;
be cost effective;
use fully all providers and modes of delivery;
require a fair investment by all beneficiaries--students, the state and
local community, business and industry; and,
reward excellence in operation and results.

Planning Context
Economic and
Social
Characteristics
1

Florida, rightfully, has placed a great deal of importance on postsecondary
education. As educational levels increase, income increases, while conversely,
poverty decreases, unemployment decreases, and the probability of going to
prison decreases. In short, higher educational levels mean a higher standard
of living, while lower educational levels mean just the opposite: As Pascarella
and Terenzini have declared:
Social Mobility, as defined by changes in occupational status and income, is
inextricably linked to postsecondary education in modern American society.
Indeed, a bachelor's degree has often been referred to as a passport to the
American Middle class. (1991, p. 269)
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Floridians receive fewer such "passports" to the middle class. A closer look at
attainment by race/ethnicity provides evidence of an educational attainment
gap in Florida. For example, Exhibit A-1, Racial/Ethnic Percentage Distribu-

tion, 1994-95, reports the percentage share of degrees earned by blacks in Blacks account for
1994-95. While blacks account for 20 percent of high school diplomas, they 20 percent of high
school diplomas;
account for a substantially smaller portion of postsecondary degrees.
Again, an examination of educational attainment in relation to data on income'
inequality outlines' per capita income differences for the white and black population of 14 large (and southern) states, as well as the dollar and percentage
difference. Disturbingly, Florida stands out as having the largest income gap
between the races. Six of the seven states with the largest income gap have
the lowest baccalaureate degree completion rates, Exhibit A-2 (Enrollment,
Institutions, And Degrees Granted At Four-Year Institutions Per 100,000 18 To
44 Year Old PoPulation, 1994-95).

they account for a
substantially
smaller(portion of
postsecondary/
degrees.

Income Equality
'Difference between White and Black Per Capita Income, Selected States
IIDlifFffezenace
a".
White/Black White/Black

.Florida
New York

;

,

Illinois

Georgia
California
Texas
North Carolina
Michigan
Wisconsin
Pennsylvania

Washington
Ohio
Indiana
West yi rginia
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Ilinconse
Black

White

$15,878

$7,286

18,391
16,639
15,672

10,171

8,697
7,804
11,202
7,888
7,640
9,045
7,888
8,845
9,898.
8,524
8,515
7,192

18,820
14,488
14,209
14,950
13,639.
14,507
15,409
13,920
13;397
10,475

Florida stands out

as having the /
largest income gap
between the races.

*Sorted from largest to smallest dollar gap.
Source: U.S. Census Bureau.

The Commission on Government Accountability to the People's (GAP) report,

Critical Benchmark Goals, indicates that the average wage in Florida lags
behind the U.S. average (by 11 percentage points), yet the per capita income As of 1994, no
is slightly above the national average, due in part to the income of our large other state hada
retirement population. While gaps in income are intriguing yardsticks tb gauge higher\rate of

economic opportunity and progress directly, other social indicators should violent crime than
N
also be considered. Two such indicators of societal impacts repOrted by GAP Florida.7-are the violent crime rate and percent of citizens living in poverty. Florida
performs poorly on both measures: As of 1994, no other state had a higher
rate of violent crime than Florida. Only 12 other states have a higher percentage of people living in poverty. These two social conditions are indirect reflections of Florida's higher educational attainment levels.

9

According to many experts, the most vulnerable portion of the population is
the children of Florida's working age -population. For example, the Annie E.
Casey Foundation, a private Baltimore charity, ranks Florida 48th in the health
and welfare of its children. This ranking is a composite of ten different indicators, including percentage of children in poverty, infant mortalitS/ rate, juvenile
violent crime rate, and child death rates. The foundation further states that the
ranking is indirectly related to educational opportunity and degree attainment.
The levels and effects of educational attainment are inherently linked to one
another as success at one level increases the chances of success in,the other.
Data show that parents' educational level is a good predictor of a student's
educational preparation level. Parents who do not complete their education
are more likely to have children who do not complete their education. As a
result of this interdependence, a cycle is created which serves to reinforce
itself generation after generation.

The Recent
Past and the
Present

From 1950 to 1970, national and international economies were changing,
there was a massive shift of Population and jobs to the southern United States,
and the "baby-boomers" were coming of age. During this period, the State of
Florida added more than four million residents, and annual high school graduates increased by over 55,000.

The state responded to this population growth by providing opportunities for
an additional 200,000 postsecondary students through the creation of five
public universities and 23 public community colleges.

From 1970-1990, Florida grew by six million residents, and the annual high
school class Size increased by 17,000 graduates. The effect on higher education was enormous. From 1970-1990, there was an increase of 350,000 students, which was an average of an additional 17,500 college students per
year. This is the equivalent of adding Florida A & M University, Rollins College, Eckerd College, and Stetson University every year for 20 years!

Florida Population Growth And Higher Education
0.11t,A er
_
From 1970-

1990, there was
an increase of
350,000 college
stUdents,_which

was an average
of an additional
17,506 college

students per
year.
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Commodity

Enoollllment

CoUlleges

1950

2,771,000

16,845

30,000.
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1970

6,789,443

71,900

235,525

8
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1990

12,937,926

86,162

588,923

9
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2010**

17,824,739

136,208

888,141

10
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*1950 higher education enrollment is estimated.
Source: U.S. Census; Department of Education.

"2010 data is projected.

-

One result of rapidly increasing enroltment is that Florida's public colleges and
universities are twice as large as the national average (Exhibit A-3 & Exhibit
A-4, Distribution of Enrollment in Public Institutions of Higher Education). Florida
has 1.22 public and private four-year institutions per 100,000 18-44-year-Old
pOpUlation. In comparison, California has 1.37, Texas 1.24, and Ohio 2.03.
Studies on institutional characteristics affecting educational attainment have

revealed that institutional size has negative indirect effect on attainment by
lessening student integration and involvement with peers and faCulty.
:Four decades after the postwar growth of the 1950s, Florida again faCes a
The Future
strikingly similar set of circumstances. Beginning in 1990 and ending in 2010,
the Bureau of Economic and Business Research (BEBR) at the UniversitY of
Florida is projecting an intrese of ne'arly five million residents. The popula- Four decades tion growth of college-age students will be. fundamentally different than the afterthe post-'
groWth Of the last 15 year (Exhibit A-5, Florida Population Growth, 1985-. war growth of '
2010Projected). Overall, while the 18-44-year-old cohort will grow by 5.2 the '56s; Florida
percent between 1995 and 2010, the 25-44 portion Will actually decrease, again faces a
and the nuMber of 18-24-year-olds will grow by nearly 30 percent! Current strikingly similar
Department of Education projections (December 1997) indicate that, based set of drcum-/
on current graduation rates, in 2010 there will be 36,490 more annual high stances.
school graduates than in 1995, a 40 percent increase.
The,impact of these demographic changes on postsecondary enrollments will
be profound. Projections by the Commission indicate that by 2010 there will
be in excess of 200,000 additional college credit students enrolled in the state's
institutions of higher education. Postsecondary sectors and institUtions are
not prepared for the projected increase in enrollments. For example, the
State University System opened Florida Gulf Coast University (FGCU) in the Fall

of 1997 with an enrollment of 2,538 and projects enrollment in the Fall of
Challenges- and
2003 tO be approximately 10,000 students. This represents, however, less
than five percent of the expected increase in college students.

Choices

provides-an
update of the
At the same time that Florida is facing large increases in student demand for
condition of
access, the State recognizes that its degree production rate is below the naFlorida

\
,

tional average. In terms of degree completions and educational output, Expostsec6ndary
hibit A-6, Baccalaureate Degrees Granted Per 100,000 18-44-Year-Old Popueducation by
lation, reports that.Florida is 78.8 percent of the national average in baccalaufocusing, on_
reate degree production per 18-44-year-old population (1994-95). Criteria

Access,

for the Establishment of New Public Colleges and Universities, a study lnterdependance,
completed by the Commission in 1991, concluded that "this [Florida's bacca-.
Outcornes,
laureate degree production and fanking] level of performance will not be ad'Funding.
equate for the state and its citizens to meet their economic goals."

Challenges and Choices provides an update of the condition of Florida postsecondary education by focusing on Access,,Interdependence, Outcomes, and
Funding. Recommendations in each of these areas provide direction to the
State as it faces the challenges of a new century.

and,
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ThelCommision recognizesJhat:the citizens and leadership of
Florida expect postsecondary education to operate and increase
its productivity in an environment of contradictory conditions.
The demand for postsecondary education is facing explosive
growth caused both by increasing numbers of students graduating from the state's high schools and by the market demand
of a highly competitive, global, post-industrial economy. The
economy is increasingly based on information, service, and tech-

nology industries that require highly trained individuals, both
for job entry and throughout their work life.

The citizens
As student and market demand for postseaindary education soars, fiscal resources are constrained. Postsecondary education faces the long-term phenomenon of costs rising faster than revenues, limitations on the tax base, and
a stable or declining share of general revenue. Although some of the rising
costs are a function of its labor intensity, the transformation of postsecondary
education institutions into institutions offering comprehensive and extensive
programs and services has significant fiscal impact. Drifting away from a fundamental mission toward a broad mission contributes to increasing costs, but
not necessarily to higher productivity; i.e., gfaduates prepared for the workforce

and research that enhances economic development.

In an environment of limited fiscal and human resources, no single higher
education institution can meet all of the current and emerging needs of society. An efficient, effective, and quality system of postsecondary education is
one in which individual institutions devote their resources to addressing distinctive needs.

Florida postsecondary institutions must focus
on their individual strengths while enabling
the system as a whole to adjust to the
demands of the new economy.

Recommendation:
EaCh institution, with appropriate direction from governing and coordinating
boards, should identify its distinctive mission and focus its resources on its

strengths and priorities. The roles of different institutions should be
,coordinated so that, taken together, they meet important state needs and
reflect a cost effective use of state resources.

Enrollment in Florida higher education has grown significantly over the past
few decades. Between 1970 and 1995, total statewide headcount enrollment
(including the state universities, community colleges, and private institutions)
incteased by nearly 400,000, from 235,525 to 629,395 students.
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and leadership
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expect
postsecondary
education to ,
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increase its
productivity in
an
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Projections are that
the total statewide This significant growth is expected to continue. Projections
headcount statewide headcbunt enrollment in 2010 will be 888,141,are that the total
an increase of
enrollment in 2010 258,746 (+41 percent) over 1995 levels (Appendix B).
will increase +41%
over 1995 levels.

1

I

1

Though Florida's higher education institutions have been able to accommodate growth in the past, the future will most certainly require innovative ways
to serve these increased demands. Florida Gulf Coast University, opened in
the Fall of 1997, is the first new public institution in our state in over 25 years.
Our public community colleges and state uniVersities serve very large enrollments when compared to other states. Unlike other states, Florida relies heavily
on its 2 + 2 structure (community colleges and state universities) to meet the
access needs of its citizens. In addition, our university system has grown in
mission and scope to be somewhat similar to the University of California model.
Board of Regents staff estimate that six of the nine universities in operation
prior to this year will be tlassified as Carnegie Research 1 or Research ll in
1998. Public four-year baccalaureate institutions are missing in Florida, insti-

tutions which serve to provide access im other states. The advantages of a
"state college system" for providing access versus a "research university model"
are lower operating costs, increased emphasis on faculty teaching, a primary
focus on undergraduate education, and a limited institutional mission without
doctoral programs or a heavy concentration on research.

Public four-year

baccalaureate
institLitithis

air

missing in
Florida,
institution's
which serve to
provide access
in other
states.
,

The Commission recognizes that the State must provide additional capacity in
higher education and is interested in expanding the ability of students to obtain baccalaureate degrees offered at one location (lessening the need for a

student to enroll at a different location to complete a degree). With these
considerations in mind, the Commission has. identified the following responses
to meet the future postsecondary access needs in our state:
Increase enrollment at each existing SUS institution. This response would
simply accommodate a significant p 'Ortion of the projected enrollment
growth by allowing growth at the ten existing universities.

Establish a state college system. This response would entail the
establishment of a "middle tier" system of public colleges in Florida that
would focus solely on the provision of baccalaureate-level instruction.
Authorize community colleges to offer selected baccalaureate degrees.
This response would add upper-level instruction at the community colleges

in selected fields leading to the baccalaureate.
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Increase the number of joint-use facilities at community colleges and
state universities. This response would 'involve the establishment of
additional "joint-use facilities" at community colleges and state universities

that would allow students to take both community college and state
university courses on site. There are two variations of this response. The
first would be based on existing funding and workload practices. The second
"modified" version would rely on funding and faculty workload associated

with undergraduate teaching institutions.
Increase the state subsidy to in-State students attending Florida private
Institutions. This response would entail an increase in the Florida Resident
Access Grant (FRAG) from' its current level ($1,600 per year) to encourage
more Florida residents to attend in-state private institutions.
Increase the use of distance learning and instructional technology. This

response would seek to increase access to higher education via expanded
use of distance learning and instructional technology.
The term "response" rather than "option" has been specifically used here because these are clearly not mutually exclusive ways of addressirig the projected enrollment growth. In fact, no single response is likely to be adequate
to rneet the need. The State Will need to use a combination of most, if not all,
of thee responses to meet enrollment demand'. The Commission's analysis
identified potential costs for each of these responses.

Response

p

1111

Expand enrollment at SUS institutions

L

r

Expand current joint-use facilities
Create modified joint-use facilities
Establish state college system
Authorize community colleges to offer selected baccalaureates

Increase state subsidy to students in private institutions*

$108.2 million
100.3 million

60.2 million
76.9 million
66.5 million
30.0 million

*Based on annual Florida Resident Access-Grant Award of $3,000 per student. This figuredoes
not include the cost of increasing the value of all existing FRAG awards (approximately $32.5 .
million based on.20,344 recipients in 1997-98 and an additional $1,600 per award).

A more detailed analysis of each of the responses can be seen in Appendix B.
While some of the, responses appear to be more cosi effective than others, in

all cases an increased investment in higher education will be necessary to
serve the access needs of the state.

The

Commission
has identified

responses to./I
meet the
future,/

postsecondary
access needs/
in our State.
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Recommendation:
The legislature must provide additional funding for meeting the access
/ demands for higher education.
The resPonses identified vary in cost and time to implementation. No single
response will provide, enough capacity in a timely and cost-effective fashion.
The Commission believes that the existing universities should continue to grow
No single
response will by a similar number of students during the next ten years, as they have during
provide enough the past ten years. Additionally, the concept of using community colleges to
capacity in a offer a limited number of baccalaureate degrees would accommodate about
timely and cost- five percent of the anticipated growth. Community colleges can be expected
effective to grow in response to enrollment pressures at the lower level under many of
fashion. these responses. The independent institutions could serve about ten percent
of the growth. The responses that are likely to serve a large proportion of the
growth will be either a "middle tier system" or expansion of the SUS/Community College joint-use model or some combination of both.

Recommendation:
/No single response will assure quality and cost effectiveness in meeting
the, access needs of our state. A combination of the responses identified
_above should be used to meet these needs.
Responses that can be immediately implemented are the continued growth of
the State University System and the Community College System, increased
use of the independent sector, and institutional development of distance learning programs. Other responses will take some time to plan prior to Possible
implementation.

Recommendations:
3

Aily four-year public postsecondary institution authorized in the future in
Florida should not include doctoral education and research as part of its
mission.

The Postsecondary Education Planning Commission should develop a
feasibility plan outlining the actions necessary to create a "middle tier"
sykem for our state. The plan should address governance issues related
to implementation of this response to access. This plan should be completed
by December 31, 1998, for submission to the Legislature for consideration.

, The Board of Regents should prepare a detailed plan for expanding the
joint-use model. The plan should address the anticipated number and
location, optimal size, instructional loads of faculty, and anticipated funding

16
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requests for both operating and capital costs of these joint-use centers
(both in total funding and on a per-student basis). This plan should be
completed by December 31, 1998, for review by the Postsecondary
Education Planning Commission and submission to the Legislature.

The State Board of Community Colleges should develop a methodology
-for `determining the need for and costs of offering limited baccalaureate
programs at selected community colleges. These recommendations should
be completed by December 31, 1998, for review by the Postsecondary Allowing
Education Planning Commissioh and submission to the Legislature.
community

/

Allowing community colleges to offer selected baccalaureate programs would
require changes in institutional accreditation and program approval. Because
this expansion would have implications for other public and independent postsecondary institutions, an objective third party should be involved in the approval process:

Recommendation:

colleges to offer
selected
baccalaureate
programs would
require changes
in institutional
accreditation
and program
approval.

The Postsecondary Education.Planning Commission should be charged with
program approval for baccalaureate programs for community colleges. This
process would be similar to the existing contract approval process used by
inciependent institutions. The Commission should work with the State Board
of 'Community Colleges (SBCC) in developing this baCcalaureate program

approval process. No community college should be allowed to request a
change in institutional accreditation status without approval of the SBCC
and the Commission.

Access and Productiyity
A well-educated citizenry is the cornerstone of the future of Florida. Access to A well-eduCated
educational opportunities and degree attainment are critical to future eco- citizenrY is the
nomic development and many quality-of-life issues in the State. Students cOrnerstone of"
graduate from high school with a diploma and a mix of skills and abilities that the future-of
should prepare them to continue their education in a vocational program, Florida. 7
community, college, or-state university. As a matter of public policy, Florida
should provide an educational opportunity to Continue study in an appropriate program commensurate with the qualifications of the student. While the
definition of a "qualified student" can change and vary depending on the stu-

dent and the program .in question, access to such opportunities should be,
provided if the student can meet reasonable entry requirements.
With the enrollment and funding challenges facing Florida, .commitments to
fund increased enrollment growth will be needed from the Legislature, and
postsecondary education institutions will have to become more effident in
their operations and productive in terms of their education and graduation of
students. Currently, the educational experience is fragmented with artificial
gateways and barriers separating public education, community colleges, uni-

17

Approximately

60 percent of
recent high
school graduates
entering

versities, graduate school, And continuing edutation. Further, some curricular
redundancy appears to exist between the high school and postsecondary general education curricula. Yet, approximately 60 percent of recent high school
graduates entering community colleges require remedial instruction in at least
one area. Such data suggest that either high school grades are not always an
indicator of student ability or that high school curricular outcomes do not equate
with postsecondary entrance requirementh. The educational experience should
be a seamless and efficient continuum from pre-school programs through
graduate school.

Postsecondary students have exhibited high failure rates in some courses.
community Despite considerable discussion, required mathematics and science continue.
colleges require to exhibit high failure or non-completion rates. The State of Florida may unremedial derwrite several course attempts before a student experiencing problems reinstruction in at ceives a degree. Early intervention and innovative teaching strategies could
least one area. go a long way toward fostering student progression and decreasing the number of unsuccessful state-funded attempts at a course. These so-called bottleneck courses have been discussed for several years with little concrete results.
Yet, they negatively impact student progression and drain the resources of
the educational system.

Recommendations:
The Articulation Coordinating Committee should examine the feasibility of
further integrating the educational experience across the public and private
,- -Sectors and recommend specific measures that would reduce any artificial
ba?riers that currently exist. Such recommendations should include how
-the high school curriculum can be iniproved and integrated with the general
education curriculum now present in postsecondary education to reduce
curricular redundancy, decrease the need for remediation, and foster student

degree attainment.

\

r/

PrioritY for performance-based incentive funding should be given to
improving completion rates in high failure rate (bottleneck) courses.
.;

r

Technology
Over the course of the last eight years, the Commission has followed the advances of technology and the resulting policy challenges that have arisen.
Despite the Wge number of experimental research projects undertaken to Clearly,
investigate the impact of computer and other communications technologies, technology will
not enough is known to state broadly that they improve the learning process. not be the
The new technologies are exciting, and evidence exists to support their po- panacea for all
tential educational effectiveness. Yet, as many experts have suggested, a of the problems
careful and conservative approach is warranted as computer and communica- facing the state's
tions technologies are integrated more completely into the teaching and learn- educational
ing process. Clearly, technology will not be the panacea for all of the prob- sectors.
lems facing the state's educational sectors; however, educational technology
can allbw postsecondarxeducational, institutions to become more, efficient -in ,
:teaching additional students.
.

Florida must use educational and
telecommunications technologies to improve
student learning, access to the associate and
baccalaureate degrees, and overall
institutional efficiency.
Internet web sites containing course offerings from a variety of providers and
Virtual postsecondary institutions, where Florida students will be able to enroll
in in-state and out-of-state courses and programs which are delivered through
a variety of telecommunications technologies, are beginning to emerge. The
State Board of Community Colleges and the State University System Board of
Regents have endorsed policies which ameliorate the traditional service area
boundaries. The new policies do not eliminate the traditional service areas,
but they do prescribe how institutions can collaborate on the delivery of instructional programs outside of their service areas using distance learning technologies. Experience in other states has shown that such barriers cannot be
maintained in the face of continued technological advances and intreasing
numbers of private proViders of educational programs entering the market.
Clearly, Florida's postsecondary system is in a transitional period to a more
open market environment. Commission projections suggest a high demand
for postsecondary educational programs and services in all sectors. Policies
that might act to restrict the delivery:of educational programs and services to
Florida students should be eliminated.

Recommendation:
The Board of Regents and the State Board of Community Colleges should
eliminate any policy that restricts student access to instructional courses
anc1programs using distance learning technologies.
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As more educational programs are developed for delivery via, nontraditional
means, students will find themselves assembling semester schedules based
upon courses from more than one institution. Soon, students may often enroll
in at least one course that will be delivered via videotape, television, or the
Internet as a part of their semester schedule. Obtaining financial aid and credit
toward the degree for distance learning courses and programs can still be
problematic when such programs originate outside of the state or students
institution of record. Under current federal financial aid policy, without a formal written agreement, the student would not meet the "full load" requirement if one or more of the courses comprising the 12 credit hours originated
from another institution. Such a limitation wduld be a major disincentive for
students to take advantage of the conveniences offered through ditance learning technologies at a time many'states are trying to encourage student utilization of such methods. Further, many students and parents will want to investigate "banking" credit obtained from one or more remotely located institutions toward obtaining a degree. Although the acceptance of credit toward
the degree has always been a decision left to the institution granting the degree, the new methods:of delivery, the increased number of virtual degree
granting institutions in other states, the growth of Offerings in the private sector, and consumer demand suggest that the public institutions should re-ex-

amine existing policies. One option could be to proyide degree-granting
authority to one or more institutions willing to accept large blocks of credit
earned through distance learning.

Recommendations:
,

Each state university and community college should provide all students

'with current and accurate information about the process for seeking financial
aid and the acceptance for credit toward a degree for courses that originate
,-:from outside institutions.

The-Board of Regents and the State Board of Community-Colleges should
eximine the feasibility of providing degree-granting authority through an

,existing institution or a "virtual institution" for students who wish to
CoMplete large portions of their coursework through alternative means.

Student and
Faculty

Support

A sizable obstacle to realizing the potential of the new educational technologies is not technological capacity _but rather inadequate attention- to faculty

development. On one hand, institutions must be induced to invest in this
activity. On the other hand, faculty must be induced .to participate. This
means not only addressing current reward structures, but Also ensuring that
the required tools and training are made. accessible. Given that faculty and
students are willing to learn new ways of teaching and learning in the classroom, the fundamental lack of equipment in most classrooms seems destined
to make significant progress difficult to obtain. Even if faculty and students
receive intensive instruction and training in incorporating technology into their

teaching and learning, little long-term impact can be made if computers, software, or other necessary equipment are unavailable. Few classrooms on corn,
munity college and university campuses are equipped with more than a chalkboard, overhead projector, and screen. Telephone lines or network connections, computer workstations, and presentation projection equipment are still
very much an exception in the average classroom. Until a critical mass ,of
equipment becomes available in the average classroom, the teaching and learn-

ing process may change little. The training needs of the students and faculty

vary depending, to a large extent, upon the capabilities or resources of a
particular campus. As a result, one statewide, state-funded, training program
would be hard-pressed to meet all types and levels of training required.

Recommendations:
Ttie,Board :of Regents and the State Board of Community Colleges should,
ifOcuS on providing the required tools, training, and technological support

'to facUlty Members necessary to enhance or adapt their delivery of
instrUction.

.

The Board of Regents and the State Board of Community Colleges should

review the traditional faculty reward structure to ensure that adequate
attention is devoted to the technology training and course development
, at _thelinstitutional level. Faculty members should be required to attain a
minimal level of technological ability as a condition of employment.
;the-Legislature should adapt the Teaching Incentive Program to reward
ficuky, members who successfully convert or adapt their course materials
\for effective electronic delivery.
The ultimate succeSs or failure of efforts to deliver instruction via alternative
methods such as videotapes, video-conferencing, or the Internet and World The ultimate
Wide Web will be determined, in large part, by the level of support offered to successNor
students. Both the British Open University and the soOn-to-be-established failure of effort*
Western Governors University recognize the importance of consistent sup- to deliver
port services. Both institutions offer a network of learning support centers instruction via
and/or tutors to ensure better student success. Through such support centers, alternaive _students should be able to receiveacademic and personal assistance with any methods will be
problems or concerns they might have related to their educational experi- detennined by
ence. Community colleges, libraries, and state universities should be desig- the level of
nated as learning support centers with specific funding arrangements and cli- suppoit\offered
entele determined by course enrollments within their service area. Postsec- to students.
ondary institutions, in partnership with vocational/technical schools and regional Workforce development structures, as well as local clinics, corporations, schools, libraries and other organizations, provide good places to begin
developing the required statewide support network. Such entities could be
designated as learning support centers depending upon demonstrated need
and their ability to provide the required levels of service.

0

1

Recommendation:
State universities and community colleges offering distance learning courses

and degree programs should be required to develop a plan that ensures

students
who are enrolled in such degree programs will be provided
,
appropriate student support services. The plan should include a description

= of the services to be provided and provision for funding the delivery of
such services.

Providing timely and accurate information about degree requirements and
course enrollment options can go a long way in helping students obtain their
degrees in the most efficient manner possible. Attempts to automate all or
parts of the advising process here and in other,states have met with varying
levels of success. The State UniverSity System has been implementing the
Student Academic Support System (SASS) for the last ten years. SASS is a
computerized degree audit 'system that analyzes a student's transcript, measuring progress toward the completion of degree requirements. In its original
design, the SASS system was only available to faculty, and reports were produced for distribution to students. SASS is now accessible to students through

campus computer networks. When the Commission reviewed the progress
of SASS in its 1990 study, The impact of Undergraduate Enhancement Funding, a number of important points were raised that should be reiterated.
The SASS technology worked very well; however, problems existed in the
implementation of the system.

Students often received reports after advising was completed.
The SASS system was understaffed on most campuses with most institutions

using a part-time director.

7

SASS was not uniformly implemented. Several campuses reported that
some colleges and departments refused to use the system.
All advising personnel interviewed by Commission staff and consultants at
the time reported that they believed that the SASS would be an outstanding
tool for advising but that it should never be a substitute for a trained advisor.

No matter how
sophisticated,
no system Will
be effective
unless it can
provide students
-with what they
want and need.

No matter how sophisticated, no system will be effective unless it can provide

students with what they want and need. Further, any advising system that
does not add value above what is currently available at the campus level would
not be used by faculty and students. Th6 Statewide Student Advising System

now under development has received varied levels of support among the
sectors and does not appear, in its current design, to improve the advising
process for the large majority, of students. If the state is to approach secondary and postsecondary education as one seamless system, logically, the pro-
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cess of student advising at every level should be conidered. Further, with the.
changes recently brought about in the delivery of workforce education, the
need for a comprehensive solution to educational and career advising would
seem even more necessary.

Recommendation:
1,The current design and implementation of the Statewide Student Academic

,Advising System should be reconsidered so that the experience of other
state systems and the needs and benefits to students can be more readily
cOnSidered and included.

Access to the appropriate technological and informational resources is critical
to the quality of our educational institutions, the ultimate .r-rccess of our gradUates, and the economic development initiatives within the state. Because technology tends to change quickly, it is difficult to acquire and maintain state-ofthe-art equipment such as computers. Further, to avoid the increasing costs
involVed with replacing obsolete technologies, business and industry have
been moving away from investing capital funds in technology and including
such costs as a part of their ongoing operating costs through leasing equipment and subscribing for software and Internet services. While this might not
be appropriate for all aspects of the equipment and services in use jin education and state agencies, the lease/subscriPtion model has been routinely used
by the state in several key areas. Florida also has ample experience with
subscribing or licensing services and products. The Department of Education
licenses telecourses and other educational programs. All state agencies use
software licenses. On-line information databases have recently been licensed
by the libraries in the State. Clearly, from both a business and industry per-

Access to
Technology

spective and from past behavior of the state with regard to products and
technological services, a trend toward moving the costs of technology away
from capital expenses (operating capital outlay) to an ongoing expense seems
particularly relevant. State agencies and educational instinitions should explore the feasibility of including more of their costs for acquiring and using
technology within their ongoing operating expenses.

RecOmmendations:
The Board of Regents and State BOard of Community Colleges should
conduct a-review of equipment procurement plans and replacement policies
z for:advanced telecommunications and computer technologies and make

recornmendations concerning the feasibility of shifting the costs of
technology away from capital expenses (operating capital outlay) to ongoing

expense categories through short-term lease arrangement or other means.
The review could also include the consideration of plans to require students
to obtain computers as a condition of their enrollment.
rl

;//
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The Bo\ard of Regents, State Board of Community Colleges, and state libraries
(-

should place a high priority on the statewide purchase and/or licensing of
on-line databases and related instructional materials or equipment.
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posed by steady enrollment growth and a rising demand for
services for an increasingly diverse population. In this environ:
ment, all education sectors need to be able to respond to the
lifelong educational needs of Floridians. And they need to provide a broad range of programs to meet a variety of individual
and workforce needs, while being sensitive to the unique needs

of all segments of the population. For this to occur, a coordinated and cost-effective delivery_system must be in place.

Florida must provide a seamless system of
quality education for its residents from prekindergarten through graduate school and
beyond.
A seamless system is one coordinated educational delivery system that allows students to move smoothly from one education level to thehext so that
they are able to optimize their achievement. Such a system can offer Floridians many choices of high quality educational programs and services spanning their lifetime. A unified education system, however, calls for studentS
who are fully prepared academically as they progress from one education
level to the next.

:

Preparation for Postsecondary Education
The need for Floridians to pursue education beyond high school continues to
increase. The Florida Bureau of Labor Market Information projects that, in the
coming decade, Florida's expanding and strengthening economy will demand
better-educated and higher-skilled workers. .The Commission strongly believes that if Florida's postsecondary system is to become more efficient and
productive, graduates from the state's public schools must -become better
prepared academically for postsecondary education. More simply, the best
way to imprOve Florida's colleges and universities is to improve and strengthen
the academic choices made by the state's high school students.

In

As this decade began, state leaders and policy makers determined that a pri- 'The best way t
mary strategy to strengthen the effectiveness of-Florida's education system improve
was to expect greater academic achievement from its public school gradu- Florida's collegs
ates. Accordingly, curriculum frameworks were revised and the Sunshine State and universitie .
Standards were established that identify what Students should know and be is to improvel,
able to do at different grade levels. As a new assessment measure of student and strength e'1.1N
and school performance, the Florida Comprehensive Assessment Test (FCAT) the academic
was developed to measure high levels of reading and mathematics achieve- choices ma, by
ment reflected in the Sunshine State Standards. The plan is to make the FCAT the state's high
a high stakes test for students, replacing the High School Competency Test for school students.
purposes of high school graduation and the College Placement Test for entry
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into universities and community colleges. In addition, the Legislature has
raised high school graduation requirements, and much of the operation of the
public school system has been decentralized to provide teachers and parents
with the flexibility to address the educational needs of their students.

Additional and more rigorous academic requirements have heightened efforts to narrow the gap between the skills required for high school graduation
and the skills necessary for successful postsecondary. work. Academic success

at the postsecondary level can be directly attributed to the courses that a
student has mastered in high school. A recent analysis of the U.S. Department of Education's National Education Longitudinal Study concluded that
students who take rigorous mathematics courses, such as algebra and geometly,,are twice as likely to attend college than their classmates who did not
enroll in the math classes. The study also found that 71 Percent of low-income, disadvantaged students who took these rigorous math classes went on
to college, compared to only 27 percent of low-income students who did not
enroll in algebra and geometry.

The best way to improve urban and low-income students performance is to
improve their curriculum content. As an incentive to increase students' preparation for college, the 1997 Legislature directed each school district to award
a differentiated College-Ready Diploma to students who successfully Complete an advanced high school curriculum that includes credits in algebra (2),
geometry, biology, chemistry, physics, and foreign language (2). A DOE task
force is currently working on modifications that will link this curriculum to the
college preparatory curriculum recommended for the State University System
and to eligibility for the Bright Futures Scholarship.

Recommendations:
e,

The Department of Education should establish as a 'goal the attainment of
the College Ready Diploma as a requirement for graduation from all Florida
public schools.

V-The Board of Regents and the State Board of Community Colleges should
Wozrk collaboratively with the Department of Education to encourage all
//high'isehool students to take the college preparatory curriculum.

Since 1996, a letter has been sent annually to all Florida public eighth grade
students and their parents expressing the importance of their upcoming four
years in high school--as a time for preparation for success as an adult. The
joint letter, signed by the Commissioner of Education, the Chancellor of the
State University System, and the Executive Director of the State Community
College System, contains specific course recommendations to ensure that these
students are "college ready" when they receive their high school diplomas.

26

The college-ready diploma can serve as an important Student/parent advising.
opportunitY. While vocational preparatory programs provide an important
option for Florida public school students to receiVe training for the state's
workforce, parents and/or guardians should be informed that .the collegeready diploma curritulum will greatly 'enhance the likelihood for'student success at the postsecondary level and in the workplace.

Recommendation:

The collegeready diplorria
curricirlum will

greatly enhance
the likelihood
for student success at/the-1i
postsecondary
levelt,and

The Department of Education shoUld encourage counseling programs in workplaCe),
-all middle and high schools to explain to Students the curricular requirements

zof---the collegeTready diploma and academic competencies needed for
-S'uccessful postsecondary work and to provide parents with inforMation
Nialue of the college7ready diploma curriculurn for academic success
at the postseconCiary level and success in the workplace.

There is an inextricable link between career awareness and Orientation and

.

-student retention and sucCess, particularly for minority studentS and first time
in college students. If-Florida is to increase postsecondary degree production
and, at the same time, develop a skilled workforce that will meet the "state's
needs, it. must expand access for students to comprehensive_ career service
programs.

Recommendation:
.

.

universities, community Colleges, vocational centers, and public Schools
stiould provide cOMprehensive career services for students that will link 'The Depaftm'erjr
TrriacaCteMic programs with-careers and will:proVide studerits with experiential of EdUcatiOn)
Work internships'arid cdoperative education' opportunities.
and Florida's,.

schools mus

The CoMinission believes that the Department of Education and Florida's schools C6-ntintie to-Set
must continue to set high expectations for all students. If higher standards are high
both required and clearly defined, students will make progress to attain them. expectation;SA

There 'is no disputing, however, that individuals learn in very different ways all students.and at very differerit rates. In the past, many of the diverse population of
students did not receive appropriate counseling regarding aCademic class
options and failed to select challenging 'courses or to stretch themselves for
maximum achievement. 'It is important to state-that, in the short term; if all
_students were required to complete the college-ready diploma curriculum
prior to graduation, there would be a significant number of students Who-would
not be successful and would either fail the high-level courses, refuse to enroll
in the courses, or leave school. The Department of Education must be equally
diligent in its work with the 67 school districts to improve the performance
and prospects for success of the large group of public school students who.are

at the low end of the academic scales, both in aptitude and performance.
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Each individual student must be guided toward his/her optimum achievement level in preparation for education beyond high school and for the workplace.

While the Department of Education strives to identify specific levels of student
achievement needed for high school graduation, clear standards of academic
achievement that would specify the academic preparation necessary to succeed in a postsecondary institution have not been identified for all postsecondary sectors.

1)

Recommendation:
;

The Department of Education, in conjunction with the Postsecondary

-Eckication Planning Commission, the Florida Commission on Education
Reform and Accountability, and the postsecondary sector boards should
- identify, for each education level beyond high school, the communication
and computation skills that are required for academic success.

Educational P tnerships
TJ
A well-developed system of community college-to-university articulation exists in Florida, which also features many local agreements among postsecondary institutions and local public schools for articulation, acceleration program's,
and other educational services. Postsecondary education in Florida, however,
has been slow to embrace the state's K-12 reform movement, despite the
repeated declarations by the state's business and industry that the value of a
graduate at any level is based on what the graduate knows and is able to do.
At the-university level, pressures on the upper division due to increased demand for spaces and the rigid prerequisites and sequence of many baccalaureate programs continue to have a negative effect on the community collegeui egr ei tyt ot

Flb-d
postseco
institutions
talf.t". greatfr

fee

.

Inte prhecoj
oemcitneg

deu, as the education sectorsmbers of students seeking

postsecondary education; the State Articulation Agreement that provides the
framework for inter-institutional agreements must remain strong to promote
and to facilitate the smooth transition of students from high schools to community colleges to universities.

responsibilitylpr Florida's postsecondary institutions must take greater responsibility for im-

impr/Oving proving primary and secondary schools, particularly those schools that serve

prirnalya, d
secon ary
sch
particularly n
the state's urban
areas.

economically disadvantaged students in the state's urban areas. Intersector
partnerships among institutions throughout the state must become a priority
and part of a long-term, !`systemic" attack on educational deficiencies, with
the goals being to improve student achievement and to increase the rates at
which students graduate from high school and enroll in and complete a postsecondary degree.
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Recommendation:
\s,

To address the academic preparation of public school graduates, particularly

7-/:ih, urban schools, the Board of Regents, the State Board of Community
C011eges, and the State BOard 'of Independent Colleges and Universities

shduld direct all postseCondary institutions to establish educational
Partnerships with schools in their service area and/or region. This directive
should be stated as a priority goal in the Strategic Plans of the sector boards.

Partnerships can enhance quality at every level of the educational, system by
expanding opportunities for communication, problem solving, and the sharing of expertise. Specific areas of collaboration can include: enhancing preparedness for college, particularly for the state's minority and economically
disadvantaged students, increasing student retention at all levels, enriching
programs for gifted students, improving articulation among education levels,

developIng and linking high standards, improving advising and counseling
programs, and providing in-service teacher education. Most importantly, such
partnerships can further identify for students clear points-of conVergence that
will ease the transition to education beyond high school.

Recommendations:
Each postsecondary institution should develop an action plan in conjunction

wfth its public school partners thalidentifies specific activities to improve
;the public schools and that increases the number and percentage of qualified
students who graduate from high school and who are academically prepared

'for postsecondary education and the workplace. The action plans should
be presented to each state board for review and endorsement.

The Board of Regents, the State Board of Community Colleges, and the

r

In'ciependent Colleges and Universities of Florida should review the

2
)effectiveness
of all existing articulation agreements to ensure that barriers

d9/ not exist to. the smooth transition of students from one educational
level to another.

-77The Board of Regents should ensure that the participation in public school
Partnership activities by State University System faculty and administrators
--'-from all academic disciplines is recognized in the service component of
__the faculty tenure system.

If the Schod
reform
MOvement isrto
succeed, Florida
If the school reforin movement is to succeed, Florida must be blanketed with must be
school-college partnerships, with ongoing collaborative arrangements that focus blanketed with
on student achievement, the sthooth transition of students from one educa- school-colledf
tion level to another, and the renewal of teachers.
Partnerships.
1

.
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The Commission, believes that the crucial factor affecting the quality of educa-

tion for public school students is the quality of the individual teacher in the
classroom. The public school reforms of recent years aimed at curricular reform and school restructuring ,have focused attention on the role of the classroom teacher and a,continuing challenge for Florida teacher preparation programs
to provide a qualified and caring teacher for every student.
Incre1asingly

diverse _teachig
and Marhibg

Students in Florida's classrooms areincreasingly 'varied in their cultural, ethnic

environmeritki in _and social backgrounds and experiences, in the economic status and structure
Florida's scItOfJls of their families, and in their range of abilities. The traditional beliefs and

will requirel2gd methods of how teachers teach-and how students learn will not suffice. Pre, innovation in paring teachers for the increasingly diverse teaching and learning environ-

teac*g

ments in Florida's schools will require bold innovation in teaching curricula
curricula-and and delivery, as.well as in the state certification, in-service training, and as-

delivery, asr*el! sessment programs.
as in 1titestat
certificatiod,-)m- The significant number of out-of-state teachers employed annually in Florida

service training, .schools heightens the importance of regular, in-service professional develop-,
and asSessni ent ment for all teacheis and administrators in all schools. TO be successful, the
initial and continuing education of teachers must be a joint responsibility of
progra
both the colleges and universities that initially prepare them and the school
districts that employ them.
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To meet the demands of a world economy and to address the diverse needs
of Florida students and schools, teacher preparation programs must prepare
educators who can demonstrate in-depth knowledge of subject matter, can
teach effectively, can match their teaching with- the experiences and cultural
backgrounds of their students, are skilled in classroom management and educational technology, and are vislonary in their approach .to school imprOvement. A teacher education curriculum now exists in Florida that focuses on
the professionalization of the teacher and the comprehensive preparation of
teacher candidates for work in schools of the 21st century.
This program is a five-year model that includes a degree major in an arts and
sciences discipline, early field experiences in a variety of school settings, ihstruction in educational technology, performance assessment, student diversity, and opportunities for training in exceptional education and English as a

a

sem ,(in_

'Second Language (ESL). Through this ,program, teacher candidates earn a
bachelor's degree in their academic discipline, a master's degree in- education, and state certification for employment. National survey research cornparing graduates of the five-year model with graduates of traditional four-year
baccalaureate programs found 'that five-year program graduates displayed
higher instruCtional performance and preparation 'for leadership, were rated
higher by principals on indicators of effectiveness of teacher preparation, and
stayed in teaching longer.

,

The five-year model exiSts at the University of Florida, a large comprehensive
program OHO the PROTEACH program. Since 1993, the program has gradu-..
ated Over 1,500 teachers, 11 percent of whom were Minority teachers. The
College of Education 'at,U.F. reports that during this period over 76 percent of
PROTEACH graduates became immediately employed as clasSroom teachers.
without placement assistance from the college.

In light of the. high and continuing demand for additional teachers, it-is best
not to have all teacher preparation programs adopt the five-year model at this
'time, since this could have a detrimental effect on the increase of much-needed
teachers: There are cornponents of the Model, however, including a strong
academic foundation and early field experiences, in cultural environments that
are different from one's own cultural background, that should be included in'
all programs.

Recommendation:
All Florida teacher preparation' programs in secondary education should
'indi;Cie an arts and sciences discipline major and should include instruction
in student diversity, performance assessment, educational technology,
\exceptional education, English as a Second Language (ESL), and early and
-varied field emieriences in schools.

The teachingu3

During the past five years, much has occurred tO further define the competen- proiession,/,
cies needed for effective teaching. The Educafion Standards Commission iden- should I3-1
tified 12 Educator Accomplished Practices and three benchmarks for_ these accessible to_a
practices: pre-professional, professional, and accomplished. The practices, indivrdugs WitO
benchmarks, and key performance indicators focus on the knowledge, skills, Possess tiljel
and disPositions needed by classroOm teachers to promote student achieve- knowledge,
ment at the highest level. The Commission also identified performanCe stan-

dards for continued program aPProval of teacher preparation programs in cOmmitment-to
Florida. Using these standards, the Department of EdUcation has restructured

p- P-r-f orm

the continued program approval process into a resUlts-oriented outcomes effeCtiyely irL the
assessment.
.classroorn:
.
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Recommendation:
The curriculum of all teacher preparation programs in Florida should be

structured so that, prior to graduation, teacher candidates are able to
demonstrate successfully specific skills/competencies, as identified in the
12,educator-accomplished
practices, and are able to teach and assess the
content in the Sunshine State Standards.
-

The Commission believes that the teaching profession should be accessible to
all individuals who possess the knowledge, skills, and commitment to perform effectiVely in the classroom. A process needs to exist in Florida that will
allow academically talented individuals with an expertise and an interest in
teaching to be recruited, trained, and certified for employment in Florida schools.
in addition, the talents of our state's retired citizens should be fully utilized in
our public schools.

Recommendation:
The Department of Education, in conjunction with the school districts and
the state's teacher preparation programs, should implement a performancebased teacher certification system that will provide sufficient flexibility to
attraCt qualified individuals to the teaching profession through the validation
of cOmpetencies that directly relate ,to teacher effectiveness.'
,----

,

-

The Needs of The urban environment is often characterized 6y higher incidences of poverty;
Urban Schools violence, truancy, and dysfunctional families; and the urban school in Florida
has emerged as the focal point for incoming immigrant, refugee, ethnically
and racially diverse, bilingual, and mainstream students. Students in urban
schools are frequently characterized as ifat risk," based on their socioeconomic
backgrounds, social and familial stresses, lack of control in their lives, limited

views of their own futures, and lack of self-esteem and self-identity. These
students are often dependent on their schools to succeed in life.

The cl sr-Cm
teache _plays' a

creating a d

sustainln a

The urban school clientele represents a unique set of educational needs, and
the classroom teacher plays a crucial role in creating and sustaining a learning
environment for urban students. For urban classroom teachers, difficult and
distinctive challenges exist, which are magnified by the fact that these schools
are where most beginning teachers are hired and where most of them quit or
fail. Accordingly, to prepare teachers to teach an increasingly diverse student population in -urban schools effectively requires a broad curriculum with
early and extensive training and mentoring in urban school environments.

learning
environmeriffor
urban students. The Florida public school system is large, diverse, and comprehensive and

includes over 3,200 schools, 122,000 teachers and 2.2 million students. Seven
of the state's 67 school districts enroll over 100,000 students, which is nearly
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54 percent of the state's public school enrollment. The data that appear in
Florida Public Schools At-A-Glance (Exhibits C-1 through C-10) display the
following realities regarding Florida's ten largest school districts. These urban
districts enroll:

63 percent of the state's public school students,
76 percent of the state's minority students,
59 percent of the state's- exceptional education students, and
84 percent. of the state's limited English proficient students.

Florida Public School District Size, Fall 1996

Disuict Size

Over 200,000
100,000 - 199,999
50,000 - 99,999
20,000 - 49,999
10,000 - 19,999
5,000 - 9,999
1,000 - 4,999
Total Enrollment

# of Dishicts

2
5
5
15

9
11

20

Enrollment % of Enrollment

559,696
647,480
307,757
463,002
125,782
77,854
58,712
2,240,283

25.0
28.9
13.7
20.7
5.6
3.5
2.6

Source: Florida Department of Education

/-1
These data confirm that Florida's urban areas and urban school districts are All Ofthe state±S
exceedingly large and include an extraordinary diversity of students with dif- prospective
fering ethnic, cultural, and socio-economic backgrounds. Students in these teaCherU.)
districts include a high percentage of exceptional education students, or lim- candidates /N_
ited English proficient students. The six largest school districts, have minority. shoUlq-be-able
enrollments which range from 86 percent (Dade County) to 46 percent (Duval to demonstrate')
'11

County). See Exhibit C-4, Pre-K Public School -Membership.

the knowledge,
an4_,

Prior to graduation and state certification,-all of the_state's prospective teacher attitudes'"needed
candidates should be able to demonstrate the knowledge, skills, and attitudes to affect

needed to effect long-term improvement in -the academic performance of
urban students. Primary to this training should be early field experiences and
internships in schools with multiple and diverse student populations. These
programs should provide training in multicultural issues of diversity, performance-based assessment, exceptional education, English as a Second Lan-

term
imProvement,in
the academic>:

perfonnante of
urban stude'niS.
>,1

guage (ESL), and educational technology.
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Florida's production of minority classroom teachers has failed to keep pace

Teacher Supply. with the steady increase in minority school population. To address the needs
of Florida's urban schools, this needs to be corrected. Currently, the percent-age of Florida teachers belonging to minorities (21 percent) is significantly less
than the percentage of Florida students belonging to minorities (43 percent).

Florida's
production of
minority
classroom
teachers-Ails

In the next few years, it is hoped that the State Minority Student Teacher
Scholarship will significantly increase the numbers of minority graduates of
state teacher preparation programs and will provide additional minority teachers

failed to ke0 for Florida schools. Each school district must increase the ethnic and cultural

pace i4(ith_t1ie diversity of its teaching corps so that it reflects the diversity of its student
population.

steady intrfae

in minOnty,

Recommendations:

school
populatioh.

,

floricl's
/ teacher preparation programs should adopt the following prioritygbals, 'and these goals should be stated in the Strategic Plans of the sector
r/boarqs:

,

(1)

to restructure their curriculum to prepare teachers that will meet
the educational needs of urban school students and will improve
student achievement and success in urban school environments.

(2)

to recruit, retain, and graduate higher nurnbers of minority teachers.

111;he Legislature should expand the Minority Teacher Education Scholarship
J_Prograin through:increased funding to support minority teacher candidates.

1,-

Teacher
Salaries and
Work

Environment
,

In Florida, teacher salaries have fluctuated during the past decade. As with
other professions, wage increases for teachers declined during the economic
slowdown of the early 1990s and salary increases did not keep pace with the
rising cost of living. National Education Association data of 1995-96 public
school teacher salaries reveals that Florida ranked 29th nationally ($33,330),
which was 88 percent of the national average ($37,685). Interestingly, there
was no Southern state ranked in the NEA's top 25 states by salary level.
The average salary paid to a Florida public school teacher during 1996-97 was
$33,885 (See Exhibit C-8, Average Teacher Salaries). There is significant variation in, school district average salaries, particularly when degree level is con-

sidered. Salaries ranged from a low of $25,740 for a bachelor's degree in
Union County, to a high of $47,729 for a doctorate degree in-Dade County. Of_

greater importance to teacher recruitment, in 1996-97 the average starting
salary in Florida was $23,226; eleven counties had starting salaries less than
$22,000 and only four counties had starting salaries over $28,000.
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Minimum Teacher Salaries Bachelor Degree Level, 1996-97

Salary
Range
$20,000 - $22,000
$22,000 - $24,000
$24,000 - $26,000
$26,000 - $28,000
$28,000 - $28,600

Number of
School Districts
11

41
10

/

In 1996-97, the
average starting
teacher salary in
Florida was

$25,26; (

4

The low salaries in Florida continue ta exacerbate the recruitment of qualified
individuals to meet the grdwing demand for qualified teachers in many school
distritts in the state, particularly in the urban areas. While the state has made
significant progress to raise performance and increase accountability in the
teaching profession, to attract bright, talented individuals to teaching, salaries
must be competitive with other business and health tare,professions and the
working-environment must be safe and conducive to teaching and learning.

Recommendation:
t

Th

The-Department of- Education must take ,the lead in , the "statewide
jrnpleinentation of an action plan to enhance the teaching profession. The
fAction)Plan should address the following priority goals:
(1)
(2)
(3)

raise teacher salaries to the upper ,quarfile nationally;
provide regular in-service professional development for teachers
and administrators; and
ensure a safe and professional work environment for teachers.

Ole Department of Education reports that the 28 state-approved teacher prepaTeacher Supply;
ration programs in Florida's public and independent institutions annually proand Demand
duce nearly 6,000,new,teacher candidates. Due to rapid and continuing growth
of Florida, however, these- prograrns continue to be unable to produce suffi-

cient numbers of teachers to meet the teacher demand for the state's public
sthools.. As a result of this tondition, the DePartment of Education estimates
that froM 40-45 percent of annual teacher vacancies are filled by out-of-state
individuals., The need for new or replacement teacheit in the state's 67 school
districts fluctuates dramatically each year and .is influenced by many factors,
including economic conditions, budget priorities, retirements and relocations,
student enrollment fluctuations, class size policies, and the high demands
placed on classroom teathers. This variability across the state reduces ,the
likelihood of accurate repoiting of the supply &and demand for teachers each
year arid makes the state's teacher preparation programs' unable io respond
'to teacher needs by level or by degree specialty.
.
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The DOE Office of Strategy Planning produces annual state-level reports that
provide estimates and trends on new teacher hires by field and out-of-field
and tracks enrollments in .the state's teacher preparation programs. Technology exists that can improve the accuracy and completeness of the reporting
by school districts of teacher supply and demand data and can allow the application process for in-state and out-of-state teacher candidates to become more
efficient.

Each year, approximately seven percent of all teachers retire or resign. It is
important for school districts and for teacher preparation programs to collect
and analyze information gained from teachers who leave the profession.

Recommendations:
c-

The Department of Education, in conjunction with the state school district

c

personnel offices and the state teacher preparation Programs, should
c',---establish a statewide database to report school district teacher vacancies

and-maintain qualified applications on file, both by school level and by

degree specialty, and should implement a standard computerized
,

_

Th

application form for electronic transmittal by teacher candidates and for
access by school employers.
The D/ epartment of Education should annually analyze information collected
by school districts via exit interviews as to why teachers leave the profession.
(_
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ing the educational attainment Of its residents. In this regard,
educational attainment impacts individuals: 1) through earn-;
ings and improved standards of living; 2) as families, since i

C

child's future degree attainment is strongly influenced by family income; and 3) collectively, as a state's quality of life and
need and ability to provide services to socially-dependent portions of the population. Therefore, the outcomes of postsecondary education are related to degree attainment, and economic and social conditions.
_

Educational and skills attainment, particularly at the postsecondary level, exL
pand workers' productivity. In addition, better educated workers adapt more
easily to new tasks and processes. A good education also prepares workers
to work more effectively in teams because it enhances their ability to communicate with and understand their co-workers. (National Center for Education
Statistics, NCES 97-269)

Chance For College Among 18-24-Year-Old Dependent Family Members
By Family Income, 1995

A child's chance
for college Ls

strongly
influenced bY
familyinconie.
(

Note: Chance fot
college is-the_prciduct of
high .school graddation

rates and college
continuation rates/.

Source: l'ostsjcondary
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The productivity of the workforce is a primary determinant of a state's quality
Of life. A better understanding of the relationship between worker productivity and the condition of education is essential tO understand how investment

in education contributes to the economy. Worker productivity is, typically
measured as output per worker or per hour worked. It is affected by many
factors, including the education and skills of the workforce.
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While the economic base of Florida's recent past--agriculture, mining, tourism, and retirement--offered flexibility in the educational demands of its
workforce, leading economists have found a dramatic change oceurring in the
international marketplace in which Florida not only is included but plays an
important role. In contrast to the economies of the 18th and 19th centuries
that were built with brute force using natural resources and the 20th century.
that relied On the application of mechanical power to the industrial production
model, the engine of economic development for the 21st century will be driven
by those who can maximize and harness intellectual resources. Governments
competing for economic superiority need to understand this shift and focus on
preparing their residents to meet new workforce demands.

As the dramatic
shift to
intellectual
resources
continues to
evolve, As the dramatic shift to intellectual resources continues to evolve, postsecpostsecondary ondary education must fulfill -two fundamental roles: workforce preparation
education must and economic development. Workforce preparation prepares people, for cur- fulfill two- rent jobs or for ones that will soon be available. Economic development enfundamental tails a long-term, future perspective of and plan for creating the economic
roles: wOrkforce condition desired by a state's government, industries, and citizens.
,

preparationand

r economic. Economist Lester Thurow asserts that workforce preparation and production
developMent. of the best and cheapest products, both old and new, will depend upon edu-

cating the bottom 50 percent of the workforce to become skilled in the new
man-made, knowledge-based, information-power-driven economy of the next
century, wheres, educating the top 25 percent of the labor force is critical to
economic development. He asserts that people in'this top group will invent
the new products of tomorrow. "In the century ahead comparative adyantage will be man-made. Since technology lies behind man-made comparative advantage, research and development becomes critical" (1992). This will
require re-examining the role of educational institutions and, subsequently,
increasing the educational attainment of the entire population.

The degree to which Florida's postsecondary education fulfills its roles of
workforce preparation and economic development reflects its level of performance and will define the state's future. If the State intends to reduce the
portion of Floridians requiring public assistance, prepare a workforce for current jobs or for ones in the near future, and attract the highest paying jobs and
the fastest growing occupational specialties (e.g., microelectronics, biotechnology, new materials industries, telecommunications, computers plus software, etc.), then Florida must strengthen its education infrastructure. (See
Exhibit D-1, Evidence Supporting the Relationship Among Educational Attainment, Productivity, and Earnings.) Educational opportunity, curricula appropriate to a changing world, attention to societal needs, and focused researeh
are all essential to a prosperous and competitive Florida.
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Florida must produce an educated populace
prepared to use intellectual resources in the
workplace and to advance the economic and
social conditions of the state.
Workforce Preparationi
Workforce preparation involves readying people for a knowledge-based, information-driven econothy.
.

.

The general trends and conditions, such as the shift to intellectual resources, Florida Trends
that affect the rest of the nation also are affecting Florida. The Florida Bureauof Labor Market Information (BLMI) projects that the Florida economy -will
continue to place emphasis on better-educated and higher-skilled workers as
it .becomes more knowledge-based and less production-based. Data from
BLMI indicate: 1) in 2005 there will be 1.6 million new jobs in Florida; and 2)
high demand, high wage, and high skill occupations will require postsecondary education and will pay substantially more than jobs that require only a
high school diploma. The readiness of Floridians to fill high wage and high
skill jobs is dependent on the ability of the state's educational services to.
prepare i6 residents.

Nearly, half of all new jobs created between 1990 and 2005 will require .a
postsecondary degree (Exhibit D-2, Projected Number of Jobs, New Jobs,. and
*Growth Rate by Educational Preparation Level), and jobs that pay substantially
more (at least $9 per hour) will require postsecondary education, (Exhibit D-3,
Annual Openings for High-Demand Occupations in Florida Paying More than
$9 Per Hour by Education and Training Level, 1996-2005). In turn, the likelihood of completing kostsecondary degrees increases with the level of family
income.
-

1As a state, Florida is not sufficiently prepared to meet the demands of the
emerging economy for better edutated and higher skilled workers: For examkle, a strong indicator of how well a state is providing higher education for
its citizens is the number of degrees granted per. 100,000 working.age popu-.
lation. Compared to other states, Florida produces merely 78.8 percent of the
national average of annual baccalaureate degrees granted per 100,000 1844-year-old population. (1994-95) (Exhibit D-4, Annual Degrees Granted Per

Florida Today

N,_

-

Florida is not
sufficiently
prepared_to

meet the
100,000 18-44-Year-Old Population). Moreover, Florida has a 14 percent high demands ofthe

school dropout rate and has 25 percent of its children living in poverty, compared to 11 percent and 21 percent, reskectively, for the nation. (Exhibit D-1,
Evidence Supporting the Relationship Among Educational.Attainment, Productivity, and Earnings.)

When comparing Florida's degree production to economically strong states,
Florida once more appears inadequately prepared to meet the demands of an
,economy driven by intellectual resources. For example, the top ten economic
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emerging
economy-for

better educated
and higher-</
skilled workers.

performing states were identified through calculation of a composite index of
economic indicators relating to income, gross state product per capita, and
disposable income (Exhibit D-5, Baccalaureate Degrees Granted Per 18-44Year-Old Population in Top Ten Economically Strong States, 1994-95). As
compared to. the 1,113 average degree production rates of the identified top
states, Florida granted 844 degrees per 100,000 of the 18-44-year-old population (76 percent of average).

Complicating the situation even more, comparing the working age pópulation of Florida to the nation, the analysis reveals that the state's residents are
not only less educated but poorer. In 1994, the median income of Florida
families with children was $32,500, compared to $37,000 nationally (Kids
Count, 1997). Although Florida matches _the national average for per capita
income, Florida's average wage and salary has been substantially lower (about
11 percent) than the U.S. average since 1980 (GAP, 1997). Despite boasting

a job growth rate greater than the national average since 1994, as of 1995,
Florida trailed six of the nation's largest states in the number of full- and parttime jobs per resident ages 1 8-64 (GAP, 1997). Consistent with earlier findings, employment and education data support that Floridians with baccalaureate or higher degrees earn higher salaries, see larger increases in their salaries
over time, and .are much less likely to receive public assistance than nonpostsecondary degree holders.

Educational Outcomes In Florida

Floridians;with

Full Time

baccalaureate or
higher degrees
earn higher

Earnings"

;salaries', see
larger_increases

in their salaries
over tirne, and
are,much less
likely to receive
piiblic
assiStance than
non/
liostsecondary
degree holders.
Vision

Without High School Diploma
High School Diploma
Voc/CC Certificate
Associate's Degree
Bachelor's Degree
Master's Degree
Doctoral Degree

$3,685
3,884
5,640
6,5427,707
9,725
11,568

% Receiving % Increase
Public
in Earnings2

Assistance
29.5
9.4
10.4
1.8

0.5
0.3
0.0

10
31
21

24
34
20
21

Source: FETPIP, Lanham and Whitfi6ld 1996, pages 10,12, &15.
Notes: (1) Fourth Quarter 1994 Earnings for Horida graduates 90-91 Cohort.
(2) Percent increase in earnings from 1991 to 1994 for 90-91 cohort.
Data collected In Fourth Quarter underestimate earnings for higher education.

In Cornerstone: Foundations for Economic Leadership (1989), the Florida Charni,i

ber of Commerce set forth this vision for a leadership economy:

Florida can be a leadership economy that helps set the pace for the rest of the
nation. Already a leader in population and eniployment growth, Florida can
build a world-competitive economy based on a dynamic mix of productive
manufacturing and service industries that create a rising standard of living for

all Florida residents. Moving well beyond regional leadership, Florida can be a
leader in national and international arenas in the next decade. ,(p. 1)
In 1997, ',the Florida Commission on Government ACcountability to the People
published Critical. Benchmark Goals to assist the State in setting priorities and

.

guide decisions into the 21st century. Goals were set to increase the educational attainment of the populace, i.e., share of the population With a high
school diploma and college degree; improve the adult literacy rate; and raiSe
public satisfaction with public schoOls and institutions of higher learning..
clucational goals and strategies for Florida must be framed through consideration of econornic forecasts, cdmpletion rates for the nation and the top ten
economically strong states, and postsecondary entrance rates to' accomplish
the vision for a leadership economy. This can be accomplished Most effectively by addressing the educational attainment of both new high school graduates'as well as the working age population at large.

Goals and
Strategies

In regard to postsecondary entrance rates, national studies repeatedly reveal
the importance to program completion of immediate entrance into postsecondary education (i.e., by the October following 'high school completion):
Nationally, more than 62 percent of high school graduates enrolled in college
by October following graduation in' 1994 (NCES 97-269). In regard to postsecondary program completion, a national longitudinal studji revealed that
ten years after high school graduation' 24 percent of 1982 high school graduates completed a baccalaureate or-higher degree, and 19 Percent earned a
postsecondary credential less than a baccafaureate (11 percent vocational certificate and eight percent associate degree) (NCES 95-304). While 64 percent
of high school sophomores in 1986 expected to obtain a baChelor's degree,
only 51 percent had in fact earned a baccalaureate or higher degree within ten
years of high school graduation (NCES 95-304).

For a leadership

in Florida, despite approximately 56 percent of 1993-94 high school graciuateS indicating intentions to enroll in postsecondary' education programs in
the State, the Florida Education and Training Placement Information Program
(FETP1P) found only 49 percent enrolled in Florida colleges and universities
during fall semester 1994. Currently, Some of the best data related to comple-,
tion rates for Florida high school graduates ,are available from tracking the
1990-91 cohort (n=79,928 graduates). This ldngitudinal study reveals that
four years after high sChool graduation, I 1.4 peicent Of 1990-91 high 'school
graduates received an associate degree or postsecondary vocational certificate, and 3.2 percent earned a bachelor's degree (Lanham & Whitfield, 1997).
These.completion rates, especially for the bachelor's degree, will continue to
show substantial increases during the next few years as many students spend
five or, more years completing their baccalaureate. '

/
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Florida Must
addreSs the

educational/
attainment df
both pew-high
school graddates
as well-as-the
working age
population-at
large.

The Commission Allowing for different cohort years and number of years studied between narecognizes that tional and Florida databases, targets may be established for the share of high

postsecondary school graduates who: 1) enroll by October following their high school gradueducation as it ation, and 2) complete postsecondary credentials within six to ten years after
exists today graduating from high school. While the vast majority of growth in postseccannot fully ondary education in Florida is projected to be composed of recent high school

respond to these graduates (traditional college-age students) demand will continue to exist for
challenges
without
increased access
to degree
completion.

nontraditional adUlt learners from the working age population who delay entry, do not complete their educational goals as traditional students, or require
enhanced skills to address changing job needs. RecOmmendations need to
address increasing the educational attainment for both these bopulations.
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Note The Commission believes that this goal and the following recommendations are fundamental to the future economic well-being of Florida.
The Commission also recognizes that postsecondary education as it exists
today cannot fully respond to these challenges without increased access
to degree completion. Increasing access to degree completion will re-

quire strong collaboration, cooperation, and support from government,
public and independent education, and business/industry in Florida.

Postsecondary Graduates from Florida's high schools have participated in postsecondary edL--1-1
Participation of cation at rates below the national average. For example, of the public high
High School

Graduates

school students who graduated in 1993-94, enrollment in postsecondary institutions immediately following graduation, i.e., by October 1994; approximates
49 percent in Florida and 10 percent outside of the state. While this total
approximates 59 percent for Florida's high school graduates, the national average for immediate 13rticipation of high school graduates in postsecondary

education is 62 percent (1993-94). By 2005, four years' of college will be
required for 25.5 percent of new jobs, two years of postsecondary education
or training will be required for 23.3 percent of new jobs, and a decreasing
share of new jobs will be available for people with a high school diploma or
less (Exhibit D-2., Projected Number of Jobs, New Jobs, and Growth Rate by
Educational Preparation Level). In consideration of Florida's anticipated future
workforce requirements, 75 percent of the state's erriployees will need education beyond high school.

4 r)

Recommendation:
The State should increase the percentage of Florida's high school graduates
who participate in postsecondary education immediately following high
school graduation.
Enrollment Immediately,Following High School Graduation
.65%
Florida Target (2000):
75%
Florida Target (2010):

Postsecondary
Completion per
High School
be a significant effort to also increase the completion,of postsecondary proGraduation
grams by these students. After all, it is with attainment Of postsecondary
Cohort
education in general, and with the baccalaureate spedficaliY, that better pay-

While the State needs to see an increase in the immediate entry of high
school graduates into Postsecondary educational programs, there needs to

ing jobs &cur to benefit both individuals and the quality of life and economic
condition for all Floridians.

Acceth to postsecondary- education and its completion is affected by four
major aspects: geographic access, social access, programmatic acces, and
economic access: Despite the state's strong commitment to access as demonstrated by a complex web of pOlicies to meet students' needs and minimize barriers to articulaiion between community colleges and universities,
other state policies negatively affect access to program completion. For ex-

It is with

-

attainment of
ample, state funding for merit-based student financial assistance far outweigh- postsecondary
ing need-based aid, and the requirements for students to pay the full tOst of education in
funding for remedial course work 'after one attempt and to- pass the College- general, and
Level Academic Skills Test (CLAST) prior to advancing to upper level status in

baccalaureate programs may negatively affect the progression of students to
program completion.

While measuring entry into postsecondary education is relatively common,
measuring program and degree completion has been limited tO a few longitudinal studies. The national longitudinal study of 1982 graduates found that
within ten years of high school graduation, 19 percent completed an associate degree or vocational certificate and 24 percent completed a baccalaureate or higher degree. In Florida, the study of postsecondary completion of
1990-91 high school graduates found that, within fouryears, 11 percent completed associate degrees or vocational certificates and 3.2 percent completed
baccalaureates or higher degrees (note different time frames due to availability of data). To meet anticipated workforce demands, 19 percent of the 199091 high school- graduates need to attain, within ten years, associate degree
or vocational certificate completion and 20 percent, the baccalaureate or higher

degree. In' consideration of anticipated future workforce requirements, 25
percent of high school graduates of 2000-01 need to complete the associate
degree or vocational certificate and 25 percent the baccalaureate or higher.

with ,the

baccalaureate
specifically, that
better paying
jobs occur to
benefit both,
individuals ahd
the quality of life
and econOrnic
condition for all
Floridians.

Recommendation:
The State should increase the postsecondary completion. rate for Florida
high school graduates by identifying and addressing factors that affect the
,ibTogression of students through the education system. The State should
=minimize and eliminate the struCtural, financial, and programmatic barriers
to /degree attainment.
Postsecondary Completion per High School Graduation Cohort
Florida Target 2000 (1990-91 High School Graduation Cohort):
Completion of Associate Degree/Vocational Certificate: 19% within 10 years
Completion of Baccalaureate or Higher Degree:, 20% within 10 years
Florida Target 2010 (2000-01 High School Graduation Cohort):
Completion of Assodate Degree/Vocational Certificate: 25% within 10 yeirs
Completion of Baccalaureate or Higher Degiee: 25% within 10 years

Increase
Baccalaureate
Degrees
Granted per
Working Age

Population

I

Striving to become a leadership economy warrants comparison to states with
strong economies. When comparing baccalaureate degree production for the
working age population (per 100,000 18-44-year-old population) to baccalaureate production in states having consistently strong economies, Florida is
found wanting. In 1994-95, Florida granted baccalaureates at 76 percent of
the average, for the top ten economically strong states (844 for Florida, compared to 1,113 for the average of the top ten states). Florida should attempt

to increase degree production to the average of the top ten economically
strong states.

Recommendation:
State should increase the number of baccalaureate degrees granted
A per 100,000 18-44-year-old population to the average degrees granted in
_7The

Athe top ten economically strong states.
Degrees per Working-age Population
Florida Target 2000:
Florida Target 2010:

1

Educational
Attainment for
Adult
Floridians

80% of Top Ten Average
90% of Top Ten Average

The State must not limit its attention on the educational needs of individuals
to that of future high school graduates because many adults in Florida do not
have the educational skills necessary to improve the economic condition of
their families. Adult residents should be encouraged to attain high school
equivalency and vocational skills that would afford them entry to jobs and
earnings and cessation of government assistance. All of Florida's residents
should have the opportunity to develop their talents to the fullest and to advance in their careers.

Recommendations:
Postsecondary institutions should recruit working age residents who have All of Florida's

nbt completed postsecondary programs to return and complete those residents should
programs. TheState should encourage residents to advance their education have the

beyond their current level. The State should minimize and eliminate opportunq to

develop their
talents to the
-The state's wOrkforce development initiatives and educational institutions fullest and to
-should prepare working age adult Floridians who require government advance in their
-assistance for entry into and advancement in the Workforce by increasing careers.
structural, financial, and programmatic barriers for returning adult students.

their literacy profitiency and occupational skills.

Economic Development
Florida's role in the world economy of the 21st century is dependent on the
continuing discovery and practical application of knowledge. Long-terim sustained industry growth and eConomic 'success require long-term investment
in research. Representatives from education, government, and business and
industry stand jointly committed to enhance Florida's position as home to
advanced science and technology. During the recent conference, High-Tech
Florida Means Business: The Future of Science and Technology in Florida, representatives adoPted the following key objectives:'
.

To bring together the champions of science and technology in.Florida in a
conversation about the benefits of statewide, public-private partnerships
for the creation of high-tech jobs in Florida; and, to create a network of
,these individuals and organizations;

'N

To establish a university-industry-state government coalition to develop Long-term,
strategies for'increasing sUpport for and growth of science and technology sustained
in Florida and to enhance the transfer of technology from Florida's universities industp%growth
and federal labs to the private sector; and
and economic

success reqUires
To increase public awareness and education, at all levels:about the value long-term- /
of high technology for: attracting, retaining, and developing industry in investment II?
Florida; and to promote the benefits to Florida's economy of science and research.
technology developed in Florida's universities and colleges.
Higher education can address these goals through strengthening partnerships
and coalitions, supporting and expanding graduate education-- particularly in
the engineering and sciences--and by seeking additional support for research
and development projects, focusing on critical needs areas.

S
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There is a need to strengthen partnerships with Florida industry to strengthen
the economy, provide job opportunities for Florida graduates, and expand the
state's high technology workforce. Representatives from education, government, and business and industry are committed to improving the economic
condition and quality of life in Florida. These groups jointly endorse forming
I5artnerships as a means for creating new jobs and improving the state's economic position.
Educational institutions benefit from partnerships with science and engineering-related business and industry through increased resources and enhanced
opportunities for faculty and students in the marketplace, e.g., receipt of donated equipment for joint-use, addition of faculty in high demand fields, use
of business/industry research and production facilities, generated income from
jointly introduced products, increased opportunities for faculty consulting,
collaboration on research projects, involvement of students in research projects,
and placement of graduates. Business and industry benefit from the source of
new employees, collaboration with faculty conducting state-of-the-art research,
leverage for purchasing new equipment, space for equipment that is needed
but infrequently used, and Courses and training offered on site. All partners
benefit when applying for grants from government and private entities that
award preference to proposals submitted through partnerships.

Many of the state's educational institutions have formed partnerships with
Enterprise Florida and other technology and industry councils to promote economic development in Florida through technology transfer from research centers such as the National High Magnetic Field Laboratory, the Moffitt Cancer
Center, and the University of Florida Institute of Food and Agricultural Sciences
(IFAS). Through the efforts of educational institutions and business and indus-

try councils in Florida, the State is recognized as an international leader in
areas of materials science, high magnetic fields, electro-optics and lasers, biomedical devices, biotechnology, and medical and agricultural technology.

Recommendations:
Postsecondary institutions should continue to form and enhance business,
,- _industry, and government partnerships that promote economic growth,
research and development, graduate student training, and facilitate the
transfer of people and ideas from academe into the workforce.

roStsecondary institutions and sector boards should target resources on
/fields in which education and industry share mutual strengths.
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PoStsecondary institutions should strengthen partnership'S with public
education to ensure that students are eneouraged and prepared to pursue
higher education opportunities in engineering and the sciences.

The role, of graduate education in Florida is to produce the intellectual leader-

ship for the next century. Students with graduate degrees help create and
impart valuable knowledge, attract high technology industry and businesses,
contribute to the health of the state economy, and enhance the reputation of
Florida's universities. Workers With master's, doctoral, and professional degrees in Florida earn more than workers with less education. While the average new bachelor's degree recipient working in Florida earns $24,600 annually, the new master's and doctoral degree holder earns $35,200 and $42,900

Graduate
Education

The role of
graduate
education in
Florida is to
produce the
respectively. APproximately 8,000 master's and doctoral recipients from Florida intellectual
public and indePendent universities find employment in the state annually. leadership for
According to a recent study conducted by the University of Florida; the total the next century.
incremental contribution to the Florida economy resulting from the increased
earning power of advanced degree holders is $161 million annually. Combined with the off-campus expenditures made by enrolled graduate students,
this yields a total annual impact of $242,494,910: Yet, with all of the advantages of graduate education in Florida, the State granted just 76 percent of the
national average of master's degrees awarded, 76 percent of the national average of doctoral degrees awarded, and 67 percent of the national average of
professional degrees awarded per 18-44-year-old population in 1994-95.
Doctoral Degreees Granted By Selected States Per 100,000 18-44-Year
Old Population Public And Private Institutions, 1994-95

Degrees Granted Per 100,000 1844-Year-Old Population

State
LI11101-

Massachusetts
Illinois
New York

Colorado
Pennsylvania
California
Virginia
rt Carolina
Noh
Florida
Georgia

87.9
58.3
52.5
49.9
50.3
38.9
37.1
34.1
31.1

,

30.2

U.S. Average 41.0
Source: State University System, Academic Programs.
Note: *Per Capita measure is per 100,000 18-44-year-old population in 1993,.
U.S. Census Bureau.
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Florida granted
76%,of the/I
hational average .
of,doctoral
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in 1994-95.

oistise,co
Florida's relatively low rank in graduate degree production may explain why
the average employed Floridian earned $3,200 below the national average in
1994. Researchers at the University of Florida measured the relationship between the average pay per employee in the state and the percentage of graduate degrees to total higher education degrees conferred. They found that for
every one percentage point decreaSe in the percent of graduate degrees con-

ferred, a state:s average pay fell $417. That translates into a drop of over
$2,200 in annual pay per employee for the State of Florida; a large percentage
of Florida's total difference of $3,200.

Since the economy now disproportionately rewards science, engineering, and

research and development (and has for at least a decade), it is to a states
Florida granted advantage to increase the production of those graduate degrees that are needed

416 science and
engineering
doctoral degrees
in 1994-95 by
puMic, and
private

institutions,,less
than one-half the
natiofial average
per 1844-yearold population.

to fill these positionS. The National Center for Education Statistics reported
recently that "in the United States, science and engineering degrees comprised a smaller percentage of all university degrees awarded than in mot
other countries with available data in 1992." Florida granted 416 science and
engineering doctoral degrees in 1994-95 by public and private institutions,
less than one-half the national average per 18-44-year-old population (Exhibit D-6, Engineering and Science Doctoral Degrees Granted). According to
a recent UniversitY of Florida analysis, a large percentage of all graduate degree holders (70 percent) remain in Florida after they, receive their advanced
degrees. When only Ph.D.s are factored in, however, this percentage is reduced to 50 percent. Clearly, Florida must provide both the skilled workforce
and the job opportunities to achieve and maintain a competitive edge in the
high technology economy of the 21st century.

It is an incontrovertible fact that first-rate research universities cannot exist
without the myriad contributions of strong graduate education programs. A
variety of graduate programs are important to serve the diverse needs of the
State and its citizens. Florida must ensure, however, that its educational resources are maximized to meet future demands. While Florida lagged behind
variety of in the per capita production of science and engineering Ph.D.s, it was twelfth
graduate in the natidn in the nuMber of per capita education doctoral degrees awarded

programs are
importint to
serve the diverse
needs of the
State_and its

in 1994-95 (Exhibit D-7, Education Doctoral Degrees Granted by Select States).

In other words, the State awarded 146 percent of the national average in
education doctoral degrees that year. Almost one-third of blacks who received a doctorate from the SUS in 1994-95 earned their degree in education.
Yet, from 1992-1995, of the 142 Ph.D.s in engineering awarded by the SUS,
12 went to blacks and six to Hispanics. Of the 165 Ph.D.s in the physical
sciences, three were awarded to blacks during that time period and nine to
Hispanics. One black and no Hispanics' received Ph.D.s in mathematics during the three year period. Clearly, minorities are underrepresented in these
lucrative disciplines. The State must maximize its monetary and human resources to expand and strengthen graduate education, particularly in high
technology fields.
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Recommendations:
./

_

Postsecondary Institutions and settors should increase the nurnber of
graduate students, particularly among Underrepresented populations, in
science and engineering through stipends, graduate fee waivers, and
research and employment opportunities with state goyernment, business,
and indUstry .

rPdstsecondary institutions should collaborate with business and indUstry
toi enure that a higher share of graduates from science and engineering
fields are hired in Florida.
Research and Development (R&D) is sponsored by a combination of govern-

inent and private fun&. Like other states, most of the R&D conducted in

Research and
Development

Florida is paid for with public funds, primarily federal funds. While university
research plays a key role in the state's economic development, it is industrial
firms, not universities,. that are the major recipient of federal Support for R&D
in Florida. Florida is one of the top recipients of federal R&D funding; receiv-

ing $2.4 billion in FY 1995. This repreents 3.5 percent of the federal
government's total funding for R&D, placing Florida seventh among the 50
states and the District of Columbia. Although Florida has experienced
downsizing at its military installations and Workforce;-the Department of Defense (DOD) supplies over 70 percent of Florida's federal R&D funds. Defense

obligations to the state, which totaled. $1.75 billion in FY 1995, account for
five percent of DOD's,total R&D funds. In FY 1995, Florida industry received
. more than 65 percent ($1.6 billion) of the state's federal R&D funds. Almost
90 percent of those funds came from DOD and the NatiOnal AeronautiCs and
Space Administration (NASA) (The Future of Science and Technology in Florida
Trends and-IndicatOrs).

While the state's universities are not the prirnary recipients of federal R&D:
fUnds, they receive millions Of dollars from federal, state, and private sOurces

to support applied research projects. Some faculty and, graduate students
wdrk on projects in collaboration with Florida industries and research laboratories. Not only do universities provide much of the discovery and know-how
that fUels economic development, but they produce.the state's future scientists, engineers, and technologists. Closer ties between universities.' and industries have led to important discoveries and product develOpment, many
with.cornrnercial.potential. Yet according to data submitted by the state univerities tO the Board of Regent, industries in otheistates and in foreign counT
tries invest more capital in research conducted by the universities than Florida
industries. During 1995-96, only 20 percent of the total industry sponsored
research funds provided to SUS institutions ($41.6 million) came from Florida
indUstrie (FAMU data not available)..
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1995.

As noted above, university and industry applied research often leads to new
product deyelopment and may be tied to a specific industry or state need.
Universities, however, continue to be the primary bastion of basic research in
the state and nation. Basic research is scientific inquiry that most often results
in important discoveries in science, technology, and medicine, rather than in
particular products and processes. The greater part of basic research is financed from public funds. The federal government has been the primary sponsor of basic research in the state's institutions. In 1995-96, the _federal government provided 61 percent ($324 million) of the $528 million allotted to
basic (sponsored) research in the SUS. Private sources provided 21 percent
and state and local government another 18 percent.
Three of Florida's universities, the University of Florida, the University of Miami, and Florida State University, are among the top 100 university recipients
'of federal R&D funds. While together, the DOD and NASA account for almost

90 percent of Florida's federal R&D funds, colleges and universities in the
state are more focused on health-related science and other fields of research.
The Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) is the largest 'sponsor of
R&D at Florida universities, providing $115 million (44 percent of their federal
R&D funds) in FY 1995. The National Science Foundation (NSF) was second
with $54 million, and the Department of Agriculture was third with $37 million for that year.

Recommendations:
Postsecondary institutions and the sector boards should seek additional
financial suppOrt from business and industry partners who benefit from the
intellectual resources provided by postsecondary institutions in Florida.
When forming research partnerships, preference should be given to those

industries that provide opportunities for graduate student training and
employment.
Postsecondary institutions should develop' additional, diversified sources
of federal
support in areas of. research and development. Institutions
,
reCeiving the bulk of federal support should consider working cooperatively
on spOnsored projects with other less well-furided SUS institutions.
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Faculty members involved in basic or applied research, that is dependent on
Critical
competitive industry or federal governMent funding and tied to specific goals-, Problem Areas
are more likely to be involved in research areas critical to Florida's future.
While no statewide critical prOblems have been established for Florida's post:,
secondary institutions, the Florida Commission on GoverAment Accountability to the People has established seven major issues and 60.critical measures
that reflect overall quality of life in FlOrida. Many of those issues--safety, the
economy, the environment, and health--could be adopted by postsecondary
institutions as critical state. needs Which can be addressed thrOugh uniVersity
research funded by state, national, and private sources -and in partfierships
with business and industry.

Recommendations:
In collaboration with postsecondary institutions, the sectors should identify

r
meeds
of the State that are critical to improving the Cjuality of life for all
1

/

Florldians. The SUS should continue its strong enCouragement of faculty in
1Aseeki4 funding for and engaging in research projects related to identified
critical state needs.
1

The Legislature should allocate & specific proportion of general revenue

AndS allotted each year to the public universities to promote private-publiC
pairtnerships to Conduct applied research critical to Florida's needs.

\.
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One of theLlaws of,econornics isArnbeddecLin the diChé, "You
get 'what you pay for." In other words, mediocrifyls-relAvely
__-

cheap; excellence is expensive. For too long, the people of
Florida seem to have 'operated on the assumption that public
education; both K-12 and postsecondary, can be both' cheap ,
and good: The State, however, can no longer operate on that
jbelief. Florida, now the fourth largest state in -the nation-, has
been thrust into a leadership position which it is not hilly prepared to assume mainly because its Public education systern
do not measure up to thOse of other leading states such as
The citizens of
California; TeXas, Michigan, and New York. If-the Very nature of the State is Florida must be
changing to that of a high technology headqUarters fOr world trade, educa- willingto invest
tional systems must change. The citizens of Florida must be willing to invest in in Our future
our future through fair, equitable taxation to support pUblic education at much through fair,

higher levels. Our students deserve no less.

equitable
'taxation to
Based on recent trends, postsecondary education cannot expect to maintain support public
current state funding per student in the-face of increasing demands and rising education at
costs of quality programs and services. 'For the period Of. 1987 through 1997, much higher
while total state general reVenue appropriations for Education increased from levels.
$5.5 to $8.1 billion, Education's share Of this fund source declined from 64 to
52 percent (Exhibit E-1; Legislative Appropriations7-General Revenue). In contrast, General Revenue funding for Health and Social Services grew by '131
percent and almost tripled for Corrections (a 182 percent increase).
'General Revenue Growth In Florida

1

Health Care

Corrections

Total (All Agendes)
7 -7-7

Source: Florida's Ten-Year Summary of Appropriations Data.

Postsecondary education has not been immune from this trend. In 1996-97,
state universities received almost $1.3 billion in General Revenue or eight
Percent of.the funds available. In 1987-88, they received ten percent of the
total. Community. Colleges experienced a similar decfine from five to four
percentof General Revenue during this same period: When all kinds, including lottery, are considered, the university share declined from six to five percent, while the Community colleges remained constant at two per-Cent (Exhibit E-2,, State Appropriations-Jen-Year Summary).

In addition to the challenge of covering operating costs, Florida education
faces a major demand for facility support in the years ahead. Public Education
Capital Outlay (FECO) appropriations, based on revenue from the Gross Receipts Tax, have shrunk from $1 billion in 1992-93 to $601 million in 1996-97.

Without adjusting the rate (2.5 percent) or scope (presently levied on telephone, gas, and electricity) of this tax, this decline is expected to continue for
the next several years and -then be in the half7billidn-dollar range through
2006. Currently, 60 perCent of these funds are allocated to public schools
with the state universities and community colleges each receiving 20 percent.
The Edutation Facilities Study Committee,-reestabli4ied by the 1994 Legislature, projected unmet capital outlay needs of approximately $5.4 billion by
the year 2000 including respective shortfalls of $1.02 billion and $1.07 billion
for the ComMunity College System and State University System.

,f

Estimateri Maximum Avallaae PECO Appropriations, FY 1990-04 To 2006-071

Source: Executive Office of the Governor, October 17 1997
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Accountability/Performance Funding
Since 1991, Florida has renewed its focus on-accountability and performance fund-'

ing, which essentially merges the concept of atcountability with budget decision. This latter concept has taken two forms: performance7based: program
budgeting which 'is used to frame overall budget requests in terms of desired
outPuts (e.g., gradUates) and outcomes (e.g., nigher average earnings); and, performance-based incentive funding which actually distributeS funds based- on
achievement of results (e.g., x dollars per completer; x dollars per placed cornpleter).

While the intent of-these state-level initiatives is to achieve the best results as
efficiently as possible (productMty), the ultirhate test is the extent to which be
havior at the institutional, and ultimately the student, level is positively affected.
,The'record to date has been spotty.
The 'community colleges are-in their second year_ of performance funding and are
now working with atea vocational centers on applying a similar approach to funding for workforce deVelopment in response to legislation enacted thiS year (Chap-

ter 97-307; L.F.). The Commission's Executhie birector_had the opportunity to
review and comment on the implementation plan :f6r this' act- prior to submission
to the Legislature.
lhe-stateuniversities have confronted the performance funding challenge through
a variety of aPproaches, primarily in response to legislatixe directives, and are still
seeking the best fit giVen their mix of missions and institutions. The most promising developments have been at the institutional leyel. For exaMple, the University of Florida has guided fund allocation decisions through its Bank, a data-based 'Performance
productivity model focused on teaching, research, and fUndraising effectiveness. finiding-MUSI be

limited to a)
The CominiSSion has focused on outcomes in its review and funding recornmen- smallNnuinber of
-datians;fOr academic program contraets with independent institutions. 'This year indkators
it limited all new contract propoSals to areas identified as prioritieS by the Florida cOnsistentlji
OCcUpational ForeCisting Conference.
applied and
I

.

used-to-guide

The Commission believes that, to be effective, performance funding must be lim- rather than
ited to a small number of indicators consistently applied and used to guide rather dictate funding.
than dictate funding. Much can be accomplished by dedicating a relatively small
percentage of the budget to actually rewarding identified results. Recognizing
that "one size doesn't necessarily fit all," individual institutions should be encOuraged to apply the principles of performance funding and productivity management in the manner best suited to their individual circumstances.
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Recommendations:
The Legislature and the sectors _should continue to focus on performance
at the state level through the use of incentive funding with a limited share
of the overall budget:

-:The Commission, in cooperation with the sectors, should recognize and
reward individual institutions efforts to apply the principles of performance
funding and productivity management.

r linst cti

s arch

One of the objectives of the most recent performance budgeting and incentive funding initiatives at the university level has been to answer three essential questions for each of the State University System's primary functions: 'Instruction, Research, and Public Service. What is needed? How much does it
cost? What indicators demonstrate progress in meeting the need? In 1996,
the Commission recommended separating funding for research and public
service from the instructional cost factors, especially at the undergraduate level.
The intent of this was not to r&luce funding for research. Rather, the purpose

was to realign the funding process and its inherent incentives, real and perceived, with the varying missions of each state universi.
(

,

The previous section of Challenges and Choices clearly recognizes the critical contribution made by research both to postsecondary education as well-as
to the overall well-being and competitive position of the State. Individual
institutions with- a major research focus should not have to grow substantially
at the undergraduate level to generate sufficient resources to support their
graduate education and research functions.. While it is reasonable to expect
some research activity in all universities, resources provided for this function
should reflect the level of instruction and research attivity in place. The Ph.D.
degree is a research degree and requires the highest level of faculty research.
Master's level instruction requires faCulty research, but probably to a lesser
extent, and bachelor's level even less.
In 1986, the Commission recommended that SUS cost accounting procedures
differentiate between doctoral and master's program costs. The 1997 Legislature, in proviso language acCompanying Specific Appropriation 186 in the
General Appropriations Act, directed the Board of Regents to revise the En-,
rollment Funding Model to' reflect the cost per FTE student at the lower level;

the upper level; the graduate level, separating out master's, Ph.D., and the
medical professional level; and other appropriate divisions. If Florida is to
build a system distinguished by the unique strengths of its individual institutions, it is time to appropriate funds as well as report costs in accordance with
1

their various missions. An internal study dorie by the Board of Regents in
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September 1997, in response to the proviso language, produced the follOwing cost figures by level, including a ten percent adjustment for research across If Florida is to
the board: Lower--$5,922, Upper--$8,153, Graduate I (Master's)--$12,968, build a system
and Graduate Il (Ph.D.)--$21,028.
distinguished AK

the unique

If the state funding formula were to'fund research as ten percent of under- strengths of its
gradUate instructional positions, 15 percent of Graduate Level I (Master's).instructional positions, and 20 percent of Graduate Level II (Ph.D.) instructional
positions, this would result in a reduced cost for one FTE undergraduate student of $7,255 and a somewhat higher cost for one Graduate Level I FTE of
$14,652, and one Graduate Level II FTE of $30,064. These numbers contrast
with current expenditure of $9,361 for an undergraduate FTE and $14,519 for
a graduate FTE. An approach that differentiates among all major, instructional
levels would (be. a More accurate reflection of both current expenditures as.
well as the actual cost impact of proposed new programs.

The success of any funding methodology will be dependent upon rigorous
review by the Board of Regents of proposed new programs to ensure consistency with institutional missions. Another- mechanism for encouraging mis:
slop differentiation is the use of incentive funding. A number of states, including Texas, South Carolina, ,Kentucky, Illinois, and Nebraska, award research
dollarS in proportion to an institution's ability .to generate external or spon-

sored-research funding. As a supplement to the funding methodology, this
approach would include all institutions but would reward those that are most
successful in the increasingly competitive field of obtaining external sUpport
for research.

Recommendations:
The Legislature and the Board of Regents should adopt a revised university

i,nding methodology that more accurately reflects the level of research
and instruction provided by each institution in accordance with its individual
mission. This funding methodology should distinguish costs for lower and

-upper level undergraduate instruction as well as master's, doctoral, and
professional.

As a supplement to the adopted funding methodology, the Legislature
riild the Board of Regents should establish an incentive grant fund that
would r.cognize and reward individual institutional success in obtaining
Lexternal research support.

individual
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Last year, in an attempt to deal with public school overcrowding, the Governor's

Each sector's
share should
take into
account current
need and future
enrollment.

Commission on Education recommended broadening the gross receipts tax'
to include cable, water, sewer and solid waste. It was anticipated that this
would provide an additional $1 billion in PECO bonding authority over the
next five years. The 1997 Legislature did not act on this recommendation.
The Governor's Commission was subsequently expanded to include legislative representatives and has recently adopted a recommendation to the Governor and Legislature. The Commission's report states that facilities needed
for public schools alone will require an additional $3.3 billion over the next
five years. Estimates by the House and Senate are somewhat lower--$775
million and $1.5 billion respectively. The Commission has developed accountability measures for the Use of these funds as a prelude to the identification of
additional .revenue for PECO. The Governor's Commission believes that capital outlay is a shared responsibility arid proposes both increased state funding

as well as greater use of local resources, ranging from a half-cent sales tax
surcharge to video lottery games. The Commission calls for a reassessment
and long-term replacement of the gross receipts tax, given deregulation of
electric and natural gas utilities. Finally, the Commission recommends that,
once the cuirent public school unmet need is addressed, 60 percent of future
PECO revenue be divided evenly'between state universities and_ community
colleges (presently each of these sectors receives 20 percent, although in the
past, 100 percent of these funds went to postsecondary education). This work,
acted upon during the November Special Session of the Legislature, .should
serve as an excellent foundation for replication at the postsecondary level.
The Postsecondary Education Planning Commission agrees that a greater share
of PECO funds should be directed to_postsecondary education but believes
that each sector's share should take into account current need and future en,
rollment rather than simply being divided in half.

Recommendations:
Tile Governor's Commission on Education should examine facility needs at
i---the public postsecondary level, taking into account existing capacity, need

lor)additional space, maintenance and repair, accountability, and either
expansion of current fund sources or identification of new sources of support.

Once public school facility needs are addressed, the Legislature should
ir4lement the Governor's Commission on Education recommendation that
(----eaTinajority (at least 60 percent) of PECO funding go to the postecondary
1Ueve.l.
Each sector's share of the increase should be based on future
enrollment and unmet need.'
(
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Tuition and Financial Aid
At $1,994 in 1997-98, resident tuition in the stite.universities ranked 49th
the country or 56.7 percent of the national average of $3,515. Tuition and
fees for community college students were $1,225 in 1,997-98, 81.8 pertent of
the national average of $1,498 and down slightlyirom 1993-94 when Florida's
community college resident fees were 83.5 pertent of the national average
(Exhibit E-3, Community College Student Fees, Florida Compared to National
Average):.
The original Master Plan recomMended that tuition be indexed to state gen-

eral revenue appropriations to permit students, parents, institutions,- and- the
state to plan on ,expetted tuition; levels. This Concept of students Paying a
specific share of the cost of their edutation Was based, in part, on the 1973
Carnegie Commission on Higher Education recornmendation that students
pay one-third of educational costs it four-year institutions. In 1991, theFloridd
Legislature adopted polity to index postsecondary fees charged by school
districts, community colleges, and universities to prior year program costs.
For community college and undergraduate university academic programs, the
fees are to be 25 percent, of cott. The current definition of cost is limited to
'operating expenditures and -does not, include capital outlay; however, in a
recent cost-benefit analysis of the Florida ReSident Actess Grant; the Commis7
Sion added a ten percent factor to approximate the impact of capital outliy on
instructional costs and believeS this factor should be considered in future caldilations.

Even with the increases required by implementation of the indexing policy,
Florida remains a low-tuition state. This has not always been the case. In
1967-68, the average annual tuition cost for a four-year college was $302
nationally, $296 in Southern Regional Education Board (SREB) states, and $375
in Florida (124 percent of the national average).

While FlOrida's state univerSities have the potential t6 adjust charges within

ten percent of the system standard, this has never been authorized by the
Legislature. Exhibit E-4, Change in Major State niversity Tuition and Fees,
illustrates that among aIF major public universities, FlOrida ranks last in tuition

growth over the Past 16 years. Implementation of the range would be an
appropriate step in allowing institutional pricing to reflect market forces. This
conclusion stems from consideration of the following points:

There would be the possibility of more revenue from tuition.
This option would provide more local control over the expenditure of money

since the tuition revenue would be seen not as state but institutionally
controlled revenue.
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A possible disadvantage is that institutional funding would be more
dependent on enrollment numbers. Only the more selective or popular
universities would be able to charge higher tuition.

On the other hand, more students may be attracted by lower tuition to the
other universities with the increased numbers of students resulting in a
larger marginal gain in revenue over cost.
Competition for students could increase with low tuition used as a marketing
tool. This competition could occur within the different segments and cross

sectors, such as between public and private colleges.

institutions would be pressed to improve their instructional services in
exchange for higher student tuition to remain competitive with other
institutions and to justify the increased cost to the students.
The level of tuition and the use of these funds would be an institutional, not
a legislative, matter.

The Commission has consistently held that low tuition is not an efficient form
of financial aid because it subsidizes all students regardless of ability, to pay.
Low tuition is The Commission,- the Board of Regents, and the State Board of Community
not an efficient Colleges have all recommended that the public postsecondary sectors raise

form of finanCial their tuition charges to the national average. UnleSs there is a massive inaid crease in state funding for postsecondary education, the 25 percent cap on
the share of costs borne by students will prevent tuition from reaching the
national average in the foreseeOle future. lt may be time to revisit this cap
which
is even lower than that recommended by the Carnegie Commission.
Incresing

tuition to the
national-average
would annually
gen-erate an
additional $211
rifillion-for-State.
University
-System

undergradbates
and $57 million
for community
college-students
enrolled in credit
programs.

Dividing the national average tuition for 1996-97 ($3,360) by the SUS allocation per FTE ($8,282) for that year yields a figure of 40 percent, hot an unreasonable share for students to cover given the significant benefits of postsecondary education. Increasing tuition to the,national average would annually
generate an additional $211 million for State University System undergraduates and $57 million for community college students enrolled in credit programs. Furthermore, since tuition represents less than 20 percent of the overall cost of attendance for residential students, provision for adequate student
financial assistance is critical; Florida ranks low in this area as well. To ensure
access, the Commission has also recommended that at least 25 percent of any
tuition increase be dedicated to need-based financial assistance. This would
generate $52.75 million and $14.25 million for the State University System
and Community College System, respectively or $67 million collectively.
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Maximum Award Under State Need-based Grant Program Compared To
Maximum Tuition And Fees In Public Four-year institutions, Selected States,

1995-96
loriertaxftnuntAward
MaxitnuarTuitiotrEcf

Source: Postsecondary Education Planning Commission.

Adequate need-based aid is a continuing cause for concern as the chance of
reaching college differs dramatically by family income-nearly 86 percent for
those above $75,000 and 28 percent for those below $10,000 (see Outcomes,
Chance for College Among 18-24-Year-Old Dependent Family Members by
Family Income, 1995, p. 31). At the same time, SAT scores closely-relate to
'family income, sc; those qualifying for Florida's new Bright Futures Scholarship
are more, likely to be found in the higher income bands.
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Family income level is the, mid-point of each range.
Source: Florida Department of Education:August 1996.
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higher-family'
income levels.

\

.-

The
Commission

has continually
encouraged
both need and
merit to be
considered in
the distribution
of aid.

This conclusion is not intended to place merit aid in opposition to need-based
aid. An estimated 12 percent of the $75 million provided in the first year of
the Bright Futures Program is to be awarded to students with financial need.
Consideration of merit certainly makes sense if Florida wishes to keep in the
state those students likely to benefit from an opportunity for postsecondary
education. What the Commission has continually encouraged is for both need
and merit to be considered in the distribution of aid. The Department of
Education's 1998-99 budget request does this by increasing support for Bright
Futures but restoring the primacy of need-based aid so that it will represent
51 percent of 'state financial aid resources overall (up from 42 percent this
year) (Exhibit E-5, Need-Based vs Merit-Based Student Aid Programs, 1998-

1999 Budget Request). While the 1998-99 request IS a positive step, Past
appropriations for need-based aid have not kept pace with either the number
of eligible applicants or the extent of their .need. This has resulted in the
necessity to prorate-individual student awards downward.

Recommendations:
The Legislature should allow the sector boards to move Florida from a low

tuition/low aid state to at least the national averages in these areas. The
---shAre of educational costs borne by students should not exceed 40 percent.

The percentage of state revenue dedicated to postsecondary education
must not be further reduced or replaced by any revenue resulting from
increased tuition. An amount equal to at least 25 percent of any, tuition
increase should be dedicated to need-based financial assistance.
applicants for any state student.financial assistance should submit need
data. The Department of Education and the sector boards should
r'r- -base future requests for need-based aid on the number of eligible aPplicants,
Jaking into account tuition increases and other factors affecting the extent
of need.

---All
K7-(2,ail,alysis

Supplemental vocational training is another area where the concept of fair
investment by all invOlved warrants examination. By definition, this is training
selated to the upgrading or updating of skills of current employees. For years,
the state has provided the, mai& share of the cost of such, training delivered
through school districts and community colleges. The 1997 Legislature required that the cost be covered evenly from state and local resources. The
CoMmission believes that the cost of such training should .be shared but that
the contributors should be the employees and employers who are the direct
beneficiaries of such training.
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Recommendation:
7.7 The Legislature should require that supplemental -voCational training be
-self;supporting with the costs borne by the employers and employees who
are involved.
<

'Established in 1988, Florida's Prepaid Tuition Program is the largest initiative
of its kind in the country. Over 425,000 contracts have been sold and assets
currently eXceed $1 billion. Essentially, the Program permits purchaers to
loCk in today's tuition 'rates for future students. Over 30,000 participants are
enrolled in the public sector this year. There has been concern that the program is accelerating demand for postsecondary education. For example, current prepaid contract holders indicating a preference for the State University
System through 2006 total over 213,000, roughly'equivalent to the total enrollment in that system. Data on what proportion will actually qualify, Or if
.
qualified choose to attend, are limited.

Project STARS,,
Income information on contract purchasers is also-incomplete- (56 percent). an .outreach
Of those reporting, eight percent earn less than -$20,000 while 29 percent -component,of
earn more than $50,000.- TheSe statistics are complicated _by the fact that a the. prepaid
nuMber of purchasers are grandparents or other relatives and not reflectiye of
PrOgram, has- ,
the beneficiary 's family income... The ability to:make relatively loW monthly
provided'tuition\
'installments (a two-year community cbllege Plan can be as low as $ 1 a mbnth
and mentor-1ljg
for a newborn) pUts the program within reach of most Floridians, but it contin-,
support to,9,000'
Ues to attraCt more participants froin the middle and upper inconne bands.
Project STARS (Scholarship, Tuition for At-Risk Students), an outreach compo:
students since
nent of the Prepaid Program, has provided tuition and mentoring support to
its inception:
9,000 low-income students since its incePtion. This program received $3
million from the 1997 Legislature and could :easily match three-. times this
1.
amount in' private donations.
,

The Prepaid Program has been well marketed and well run and is an excellent
tool for encouraging Floridians to plan fOr college costs, however; it should not
become a major factor in determining the state's future tuition poliCy. In fact,
this has not occurred to date. In the seven years preceding creation of the
Prepaid Program, state university matriculation averaged annual increases of
7.27 percent. Since the inception of the program, matriculation increases
have averaged 7:39 percent (Exhibit E--6, State University System Of Florida,
State-Required Fees, 1974-1996). The program represents that it has earned
sufficient investment allocations to accommodate fee increases higher than
the program's current projections. As the program grows, so will it's potential
impact on restraining tuition increases; hoWever, the prograrn now haS 5everal hundred million dollars in reserve and can adjust its rates to accommOdate future tuition increases.
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Currently, the Prepaid contracts cover matriculation, building, capital improvement, and financial aid fees but do not include local activity and service, health,

and athletics fees. Local fees now account for approximately $14 a credit
hour or 25 percent of university student charges. The Prepaid Board is currently studying the feasibility of covering these fees. The Commission believes purchasers should be given this option.
The impact of recent Federal legislation on Florida's program remains to be
seen. Whether the new Education IRAs and other provisions such as education tax credits, student loan interest deductions, and continuation of the income-exclusion for employer-provided education will reduce its attractiveness should become clearer after the next enrollment period.

Reconimendations:
The Legislature should extend the Florida Prepaid College Program's
coverage to include local fees and other federally authorized college costs.

In addftion, the Legislature should provide funding that will enable the
:PrOgram to match additional private-sector donations to increase Project
STARS outreach to lower income students. The future role and scope of
-the-Prepaid Program should be examined by its Board and the Legislature
in light of recent federal legislation authorizing additional savings and tax
credit options.
e

r
-/

LS1113

The Florida Prepaid Tuition Program must not become a major factor in
defetmining the state's future tuition policy. The Legislature should not
cOnstrain its tuitiOn decisions based on the actuarial projections of the
Prepaid Program since the prOgram has a variety of options available for
'aadfessing tuition increaSes that exceed the current rate projections.

ort for th Indep ndent Sect
Florida is a leader in the provision of state support to independent postsec-_
ondary institutions (over $73 million in direct and indirect support during
1996-97). The Florida Resident Access Grant (FRAG), designed to narrow the
tuition gap between public and independent institutions, provides $28 million to 'over 16,900 Florida residents in eligible, regionally accredited baccalaureate granting independent colleges and universities. The goal of the Independent Colleges and Universities of Florida (ICUF) is to raise the value of
the maximum award from $1.,600 this year, to $3,000 over the next three
years. As with need-based aid, the number of eligible FRAG recipients has
exceeded the figure anticipated in the budget in some years, necessitating a
reduced award for individual students.
In addition to academic program contracting, which provides student access
to high demand programs (engineering, nursing) at selected independent

Contracting for
spaces in high
wage, high
demand fields in
could be extended to include complete programs at Florida's independent which program

institutions, the state prOvides_ direct institutional support (e.g., The Medical
School and Rosenstiet School of Marine and Atmospheric Sciences at the University of Miami) similar to New York state's,support for selected colleges and
programs at Cornell, Alfred, and other independent institutions. This approach

institutions when the cost of replication in the public sector is not supportable. graduates are'

subject to
external
validation or
licensure
represents a

The Commission has Supported the expansion of these funding strategies to
include technical training offered by licensed 'independent schools; institutes,
and colleges. Contracting for spaces in high wage, high demand fields in
which program graduates are subject to external validation or licensure represents a potentially cost-effective component of Florida's workforce develop- potentially- costeffective
nient strategy.

component of
In 1988, the Commission recommended 'and the Legislature enacted the PostseCondary Endowment .Grant Program (s, 240.609, F.S.). The Program would
provide, matching grants"to eligible institutions, increasing their endowments
from private sources. To date, the program has not been funded. It continues
to represent a potential avenue for encouraging increased private support for
the independent sector, similar-to the Eminent Scholar, and matching gift programs established for the State University SyStern.
, Finally, in recognition of the important role played by independent institutions

in providing aecess, it is tithe to, consider their inclusion in the Enrollment
Estimating Conference. This is a consensus' process involving representatives
of the Executive Office of the Governor, the Legislature, and the sector boards
in projecting enrollment workload, and the amount needed for support for
public education. Involvement of the independent sector in this process should
provide a stronger basis for determining the necessary funding level for the
FRAG as well as need-based student assistance and assist in avoiding the need
for proration of the value of individual awards in the futiire.

Recommendations:
jhe State should continue to invest in the Florida Resident Access Grant as
well aS other programs that will maximiie the contribution .of independent
ptisse-condary education to Floridians.

;

!

The principals involved in the Education Estimating Conference conducted
purSuant to s. 216.136(4), F.S., should include the independent sector in
he enrpllrnent estimating process in recognition of the important role these
/!institiftions play in providing access.
The process used to estimate and fund FRAG recipients as well as candidates

/for-need-based student assistance should be corriparable to that used to
l/ calculate enrollment workload funding for state universities and public
comenunity colleges.
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approach the millennium. The Commission believes that the State and the
poStsecondary education cominunity cannot choose to address the futUre

without a change in the Way we approach the access and delivery of
postsecondary education. Business as usual is not an option. This Master
Plan has identified the following goals for postsecondary education:
Florida postsecondary institutions must focus on their individual strengths
while enabling the system as a whole to adjust to the demands of the new
The State_and the
economy.

postsecondaty
Florida must provide increased opportunities for access to higher education. education-

community
Florida must increase the productivity of the postseconciary educational cannot choose to

address the qure

system.

withOut a-change
Florida must use educational and telecommunications technologies to in the way we
improve student learning, access to the assodate and baccalaureate approachthe
acceSs and
degrees, and overall institutional efficiency.

deliveiy ofFlorida must provide a seamless system of quality education for its residents
from pre-kindergarten through_ graduate school and beyond.

Florida schools must employ competent and caring teachers who have the
knowledge and skills needed to meet the di:/erse needs and to,optiMize
the achievement of their students.

Florida must prodUce an eduCated pOpulace prepared to use intellectual

resoUrces in the Workplace and to :adVance the economic and soda!
ConditionS of the State;
Florida must increase the postsecondary education attaininent of Floridians

to meet workforce demand and to provide the intelleCtual resources for
knOWledge-based employment.
Frorida mUst promote discovery and application Of knowledge to improve
its position in the interdependent global ecdnOmy.

Florida must find new ways to prbvide affordable access to a high quality
postsecondary education, based on a fair inVestment by all involved-students, the state and local community, businesS and industry.

None of these goals will be easy to attain. ChallengeS and Choices

ad=

dresses these goals and is designed to assist the State Board of Education, the

Legislature, the sector -boards, institutions, and all others involved in
postsecondary education in selecting the straiegies and actions that will best
serve our state in the years ahead.
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Racial/Ethnic Percentage Distribution 1992-93 Florida Public Iligh
School Graduates and 1994-95 Public Postsecondary Degree
Recipients
,

1992793 High School Graduates1994-95 CC A.A. Degrees
.,
1994-95 SUS BaccalaUreate.Degrees
1994-95 SUS Master Degrees
1994-95 SUS Doctoral
.199495 SUS Professional
.

.

White
65%
76%

: 73%
74%
63%
77%

Black Hispanic Other
209/o

7%.
10%

7%
6%
11%

.

12%
12%
.11%
7%
3%
6%,

3%
5 ok

6%
1 2 Wo

29%
6%

Source: State University System and State Board of Community Colleges, Fact Books and
Accountability Reports.

Enrollment, Institutions, and Degrees Granted At Four-Year

Institutions Per 100,000 18-44-Year-Old Population, 1994-95

Enrolhnent
P.rf

Florida
Texas

WaShington

California
Georgia

Mkhigan

.

North Carolina
Wisconsin
Ohio

Illinois
Indiana
NeW York

Pennsylvania
West Virginia

Institutions

Totair
2,962
4,222
3,128
2,759
4,102
4,918
4,201
5,731

4,732
2,938
6,496
3,689
3,961

7,936

Total

0.17

1.05

1.22

5,199

0.51

0.73

4,254
3,706
5,520
6,702
5,945
7,749
6,785
5,314
8,688
3,831 7,520
3,453 7,414
1,456 9,392

0.35
0.22

1.01

0.61

1.16

1.24
1.36
1.37
1.77

0.38
0.57
0.62
0.53
0.25
0.59
0.56
0.94

1.43

1.81

2.27
2.12

1.83

1.41

1,383 4,345

977
1,126

947
1,418
1,784
1,744
2,018
2,053
2,376
2,192

1.15

134

1.91

1.40
1.50
1.88
1.68

2.02
2.03
2.13
2.27
2.83
3.06
3.24

*States are sorted from lowest to highest number of total-institutions.

Source:

Baccalaurea e

U.S. Census Bureau, Statistical Abstract,1995
NCES, Digest of Education Statistics, 1995 and 1997.
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844
895
963
795
850
1,128
1,079
1,301

1,096
1,068
1,267
1,237
1,321

1,217

Distribution of Enrollment in Public Four-Year Institutions of
Higher Education, Fall 1994

United States

Florida

Distribution by Nuinber of Students*

Distribution by Number of Students

0
A
0-200
200-499
500-999
1,000-2,499
2,500-4,999
5,000-9,999
10,000-19,999
20,000-29,000
30,001+
.

Total

4-0

0.

.

401

0
0%.
4,002
0% 0%
20,036 0%. 0%
142576 '2% 3%
409,917
7% 100/0
1,071,457 18% 28%
1,849,658 32% 60%
1;521,003 26% 86%
806,564 14% 100%

,

-0-200'
200-499
500-999
1,000-2,499
2,500-4,999
5,600-9,999
10,000-19,999
20,600-29,000
30,001+
.

5,825,213

0

0%
0%

. 09'o

0

0%:

0%

0

20/0

3%

0'.

7%

10%.

27,143 14%.
,17,367 '9%
80,197 41%
73,224 37%

14%-

.

Total

22%
63%
100%

Distribution by Number of InStitutions

INCTI

0-00/0

0% .

2% :

0

0%

0-200
200-499'
26
4% '6%
500-999
84 14% 20% , 1,000-2,499
114 19% 39%
2,500-4,999
150 25% 64% :1 5,000-9,999
132' 22% 86%
10,000-19,999
62 10% 96% 20,000-29,000
21.
4% 100%
30,001+
10

0%

Total _197,931

Distribution bY Number of Institutions

0-200
200-499'
500-999
1,000-2,499
2,500-4,999
5,000-9,999
10,000-19,999
20,000-29,000
30,001+

0
0

0%
2%

599

0
0
0

7%

3%
10%

33%

33%

1

11%

44%,

3
2

33%
22%

78%

3

Total

0%
0%
2%

-100%

9

0
----,

1..

Source: 1996 Digest of Education Statistics; 1995-96 State University System FactBook.
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Distribution of Enrollment in Public Two-Year
Institutions of Higher Education, Fall 1994

(Th

'United States

'Florida

Distribution by Number of Students

Distribution by Number of Students

.

A
v,

ci.

4,1

739

0-200
200-499
500-999
1,000-2,499
2,500-4,999
5,000-9,999
10,000-19,999
20,000-29,000
30,001+

10,661

0%
0%

67,412

1%

440848

0%
0%
,1%

10%

895,323 17%
1,522,559 29%
1,582,189 30%
627,988 12%
189,609
4%

27%

0-2(X)

200-499
500-999
1,000-2;499
2,500-4,999

55% L 5,000-9,999
85%
96°/o.

100%

10,000-19,999
20,000-29,000
30,001+

Total 5,337,328

Total

0
0
0
3,264
13,826

0%
0%
1%

0%
0%
0%

1%

1%

4%

5%
25%.
50%

64,928 20%
80,952 "25%
113,831
P48,232

35°k
15%

85%
100%

325,033

Distribution by Number of Institutions Distribution by Number of instittitions

0

L

I

t*

A

0-200
200-499
500-999

§
4.)

5
..

31

., 1,000-2,499

25.1

87

3%
9%
25%

259 26%
214 22%

2,500-4,999
5,000-9,999
..1 0,000=19,999

115

20,000-29,000
30,001+

.27
5

Total

Source:

C.
1%

994

12%
3%
1%

*

4,5

1%

4%
12%
38%
64%
85%
97%
99% .
100%

0-200
200-499
500-999
1,000-2,499
2,500-4,999
5,000-9,999
10,000-19,999
20,000-29,000
30,001+
Total

0
0
0

0%

0%

0%

-0%

1%

0%

2
5

- 7%
18%

9
6

32%
21%

5

18%

1

4%

7%

25%
57%
79%
96%
100%

28

1996 Digest of Education Statistics; 1996 State Board of Community Colleges
Fact Book.
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Assessment Of Potential Responses To Address Projected
Enrollment. Growth In Florida Higher Education
Enrollment in Florida higher education has grown significantly over the past
few decades. Between 1970 and 1995,-total statewide headcount enrollment
(including the State University Sytem, community colleges, and private institutions) grew bi nearly 400,600, from 235,525 to 629,395 students:

.

1.0

Introduction
and
Background

This significant growth is expected 'to continue.' Projections by FloridaePostsecondary Education Planning Commission staff estimate that the total statewide headcount enrollment in 2010 will be 888,141, an increase of 258,746
(+41%)_ over 1995 levels. In September 1997, MGT of Arnerica, Inc., was
retained to review and update the PEPC staff estirnates as well as to assess
several possible responses to this projected enrollment growth in order to
meet the need for baccalaureate-level instruction. As presented to the Commission in October, our review Of' the PEPC staff estimates Verified the data'
and methodology used by the staff sand confirmed that A projeCted enrollment
growth in-the 250,000 Student range was-reasonable and supportable:

The purpose of this paper relates to the second part of our assignment: the
explication and assessment of possible responses by the state to this, prOjected enrollment growth in order to address the increased demand, for baccalaureate-level instruction. The paper has four sections:
m a brief description of several possible responses;
a discussion of the criteria employed in evaluating these responses;
an evaluation of the responses according to the stated criteria;
a sum-nary and conclusion.
There are six possible responses to enrollment growth included in this assessmerit:

Increase enrollment at each existingSUSinstitudon. This response would

-2.0 Description'
of Possible
Responses

-

'simply accomthodate a significant portion of the projected enrollment
growth by allowing growth at the 10,existing universities: Three variants
on this response are considered:
c,

o

0

Increasing.. enrollment at each SUS institution according to its
current proportion of total system enrollment.
Increasing enrollment at each SUS institution by an equal number
of students.

Allowing each SUS institution to groW to 'a "maximum"
enrollment level with remaining demand distributed to the other
universities.
\
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Establish a state college system. This response would entail the
establishment of a "middle tier" system of public colleges in Florida that
would focus solely on the provision of baccalaureate-level instruction.
Authorize community colleges to offer selected baccalaureate degrees.
This response would add upper level instruction at the community colleges

in selected fields leading to the baccalaureate.
m Increase the number of Joint-use facilities at comMunity colleges. This
response would involve the establishment of additional loint use facilities"
at community colleges that would allow students to take both community
college and state university courses on site. Two variants on this response

are considered:
0 Expanding the current joint use facility model, which has similar
operating costs to the responses that expand SUS enrollment.
o Implementing a "modified joint use facility" model that would
have faculty with increased teaching loads and similar operating
costs to the state college model.
m Increase the state subsidy to In-state students attending Florida private
institutions. This response would entail an increase in the Florida Resident
Access Grant (FRAG) from its current level ($1,600 per year) to encourage

more Florida residents to attend in-state private institutions.
m Increase the use of distance learning and Instructional technology. This

response would seek to increase access to higher education via expanded
use of distance learning and instructional technology.

The term response" rather than "option" has been specifically used here because these are clearly not mutually exdusive ways of addressing the projected enrollment growth. In fact, no single response is likely to be adequate
to meet the need. The state will need to use a combination of these responses
to meet enrollment demand.

,
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Given the magnitude of this policy issue, it is clear that no single criterion is
sufficient for evaluating the overall appropriateness of the aforementioned
responses to projected enrollment growth. We have included seven criteria
in our assessment of the responses:

3.0 Description
of Assessment
Criteria

Capacity. To what extent does the response increase the state's
) oyerall enrollment capacity?

V- ;Baccalaureate Production. To what extent does the response
/irrove the state's overall level of baccalaureate production?
COst. What are the start-up, capital, and annual operating costs
_incurred through each response?
A

Accreditation Requirements. Does the response result in an
I

,

2

inripact on existing or future accreditation requirements?

L_Thne to IMplementatiOn. How much time will be required to
[implement the response in Order to begin addressing enrollment
Ld6manc0
)

L--f:lexibility.

If deemed necessary, 'to what extent does the

response allow the state to change direction once underway?
)
-Geographic
Access. To what extent does the response improve
(

geographic access for Florida residents?

Some of these criteria lend themselves to a quantitative basis for eValuation
while others involve a more qualitative application. Further, some of these
criteria require that certain assumptions be made in order to conduct the analy-

.

sis.

The
following several subsections present our assessment of the potential reL
sponses to enrollment growth according to each of the seven criteria listed in
Section 3.0.

Capacity
Exhibit B-1 shows the additional headcount and FTE enrollment capacity gained
by each of the potential responses. As indicated, the first response .(increas-

ing enrollment at SUS institutions) has' been broken out into the three
sübresponses previously described.

I
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4.0
Assessment of
Potential
Responses

,

The assumptions underlying each response are shown in italics in the exhibit:

They are described below:
[I]

For the purposes of this analysis, we assume that 75,000 of the projected
growth in headcount enrollment through 2010 would be accommodated
by the SUS. This is based on a continuation of the total average annual
headcount student growth experienced by the SUS between Fall 1990 and
Fall 1997 (5,200 students per year) plus groWth by Florida Gulf Coast
University (FGCU) to 10,000 students by the year 2010.

E We assume that one-half of the projected enrollment growth could be
accommodated by the establishment of a state college system. The basis
for this assumption is that there will be at least a five-year start-up period

for this system where no students could be served by this response.
According to the incremental annual projections from the.PEPC staff model,

at least half of the total projected increase will have already entered the
system by 2003 and, thus, could not be accommodated by this response.

We assume that 25 percent of the current credit headcount at Florida
community colleges would go on to continue their studies in selected
baccalaureate programs to be established at community colleges. This
proportion is based on the actual experience of two public institutions in
other states that have implemented such programs (Clayton State College
in Georgia; Utah Valley State College in Utah).
-

We assume that 14 additional joint use facilities would be established at
community colleges in the state and that these facilities could attract 500
students each. This number is consistent with current enrollment patterns
in joint use facilities.

We assume the number of additional students (30,000) that ICUF has
suggested.
mi We assurne that 25 percent of the projected growth could be served by
distance learning and instructional technology and that as many as onequarter of that number would be served solely through these mechanisms
(i.e., 6% of the total). The 25 percent ratio is based on the goal set by
Florida Gulf Coast University in terms of the number of students it seeks to
serve through distance learning. Further, we assume that only a fraction of
this number would solely be taking courses via technology. Many of the
students taking courses via technology would also likely be enrolled on a

campus somewhere in the state.

30

Urider these assumptions, it is clear that the greatest additional enrollment
capacity is gained through the establishment of a state college system, authorizing community colleges to offer selected baccalaureate programs, and/or
expanding the SUS institutions. We should note that the estimate derived for
the community, college option that is shown in this exhibit is based on the
current credit headcount at corhmunity colleges in the state 'and does not
assume any additional growth at the lower division for community colleges
beyond current levels. If there were additional growth at the lower division,
the ultimate number of students going on to upper division programs at the
community colleges would likely increase as well.
Exhibit B-2 shows the enrollment effect of the three subresponses eXpanding
SUS institutions.. Growing the institutions proportionately would result in tvvo
of the SUS institutions exceeding 40,000 students in.total (instead Of one now),
and three institutions nearing 40,000. As a point of reference, this .re'sponse
would make University of-Florida the single largest institution in the country.
The other two subresponses have slightly different impacts. For our purposes,
we assurhe that 45,000 would be the maXimum enrollment level, desired at
any SUS institution which results in two SUS institutions reaching this level (UF
and USF), and FSU and FIU exceeding 40,000 students in total.

The remaining responses would likely serve only a marginal number of the
additional students projected through the year 2010, ranging from 7,000 via
joint use facilities to 30,000 at private institutions.

Baccalaureate Production
Exhibit B-3 shows the projected additional degrees produced by each of the
responses given the respective enrollment capacity gained. The assumptions
underlying the degree production are shown in italics. As indicated, we assume that the current SUS graduation rate will continue, which would result ih
42,000 additional degrees if the SUS were increased by 75,000 students. We'
also assume that students entering the 'state college system would have a
similar graduation rate to those students entering the SUS (excluding those at
UF and FSU), which would result in 55,000 additional degrees if half of the
projected growth in enrollment were absorbed by this system.

For the two options involving community colleges (#3 and #4a/#4b),we assume that the additiohal students accommodated would graduate at the same
rate as those students who transfer into the SUS after receiving their associate
degrees. The wide disparity in the number of degrees produced by these tWo
options are a function of the equally wide disparity of enrollment capacity
provided.
-Assuming the current graduation rate for Florida Privateinstitutions continues,
an additional. 30,000 students enrolling at these institutions would yield. oVer
5,1.00 additional degrees. 'This relatively small number of additional degrees.
.1-
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is based on the current assumption that while private institutions would be
taking 30,000 additional Florida residents, only 10,000 of these would be
"new" students over and above current enrollment levels. The remaining
20000 would be in lieu of nonresident students currently enrolled in ICUF
institutions, which would thus not produce an increase in the absolute number of degrees granted by these institutions.
There is no analytical basis for 'assessing the additional baccalaureates that
would be produced due to increased use of distance learning and instructional technology. However, for the purposes of this analysis we assume that

25 percent of those solely taking courses via technology would ultimately
receive a degree resulting in 3,900 additional degrees.

Cost
There are at least three cost-related components to be considered in assessing these responses: start-up costs; capital costs; and annual operating costs.
Each are discussed below.
Start-Up Cost. Start up costs are presented in Exhibit B-4. Our assumption

is that only the establishment -of a state college system would entail
significant start up costs (i.e.; operating Costs prior to enrolling the first
student, exclusive of capital costs). For the purposes of this analysis, we
have assumed that the start up costs for each institution in this system
would be equivalent to those recently incurred in the establishment of
FGCU. Additionally, we assuMe that there will be central office start up
costs proportionate to those currently realized by the SUS in operating the
Board office.
Given these assumptions, the cost of starting up a 10
institution state college system would be $336.8 million.
Capital Cost. Capital costs for each response are presented in Exhibit B-5.

The basis for these costs are actual capital construction costs ,per FTE
experienced by the SUS. These figures are from the BOR System Office.
We have also computed a cost per FTE figure over 25 years, assuming that
the cost of new facilities should be amortized over an extended period of

time.
For the purposes of this analysis we assume that any SUS expansion would
include all components of capital construction cost including undergraduate
instruction and office/research space. Thus, assuming the current rate per FTE
as well as the estimated additional FTE students, expanding the SUS by 75,000
headcount would result in total capital Costs of $921.3 million.

We assume that both the establishment of a state college system and the
establishment of selected baccalaureate programs at community colleges
would not involve costs for research laboratories since the emphasis will be
on undergraduate instruction. Assuming the current rate per FTE as well as
`a,

\

,
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the additional FTE students, the total capital cost of establishing the state college System would be $1.1 billion and the total capital cost of adding selected
baccalaureate programs at community colleges would be $632.8 million.

We assume that the increased utilization and establishment of joint use facilities via either of the two Subresponses (#4a and #4b) will necessitate additional instructional space and office space, but will likely not require additional
study or library space given existing fadlities. Assuming the current rate per
FTE, as well as the additional FTE students, the total capital cost of establishing
additional jOint use facilities would be $47.0 million.
The increase in FRAG would_not result in additional capital costs to the state.
However, there may be capital costs to the indiyidual private institutions due
to expansion needS:
We did not calculate a capital cost for the increased utilization of technology in
meeting enrollment demand given that we do not have a basis for calculating
such costs. However, this should not be interpreted to mean that there would
not be capital costs incurred. by this response. To the contrary, there could be
significant costs depending on the mode of delivery (e.g., video conferencirig;
satellite broadcast) and the necessary infrastructure (e.g., wiring).

'Annual Operating Cost. Annual operating costs for each response are
presented in-Exhibit B-6. We assume that annual operating cost for the
responses involving SUS. expansion would be equal to the actual FY 1998
educational and general,appropriations per FTEplus average undergraduate

in-state tuition and fees. We also assume that these reSponses would
involve minimal additional Cenfral office costs for the SUS. Assuming this

amount per FTE and the additional Fit students, the total operating cost
for expanding enrollment at SUS institutions woUld be $469.6 million.
Given that there are no existing public institutions in Florida similar to those
envisioned through the state college model, we used the median appropriations per FTE and in state tuition for SREB Type VI institutions. These institutions. are predominantly undergraduate institutions thataward fewer than 30
graduate degrees per year We also assume that the operating cost per FTE for
the system office will be equal to that of the SUS. ASsuming these amounts
per FTE and the additional FTE students, the total operating cost for establishing a state college system would be' $422.6 min:in.

We assume that establishing selected baccalaureate programs at community
colleges would have operating costs equivalent to those at a state college,
although there would be minimal system office costs involved. Assuming this
amount per Fri and the additional FTE students, the total operating cost for
this response would be $241.3 million.
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We assume that expanding the current joint-use facility model would involve
.operating costs equivalent to those at SUS main campuses, resulting in total
operating costs of $35.1 million. Developing a modified joint use facility model
which had a mission and costs similar to institutions envisioned in the state
college model would result in somewhat lower total operating costs. Assuming the same amount per FTE as the state college model, the total operating
cost for the modified joint use facility model would be $21.1 million.

We assume that the FRAG amount proposed by the Business-Higher Education Partnership ($3,000) would be adopted for the purposes of this analysis
and that all 30,000 additional students would eligible to receive this award.
We also assume that the 18,000 current FRAG recipients would also receive
this amount, increasing the marginal cost for current participants by $1,400
per recipient: Assuming these amounts, the annual operating cost of this
response would be $115.2 million, or an average of $3,840 for each,of the
30,000 additional students.

We do not have any hard data on the operating cost of providing instruction
via distance learning and other instructional technologies. However, for the
purposes of this analysis, we assume that institutions would provide such instruction within the current level of available revenue per student. Thus, assuming the same level of cost per student as the SUS expansion responses
and the additional FTE, the annual operating cost of increasing the, use of technology to provide instruction would be $783 million.
Exhibit B-7 summarizes the total annual cost per_FTE student of each resPonse

including start-up, capital, and operating costs. By way of comparison, the
annual cost per additional 10,000 FTE students of the three responses that
seem to have the potential for adding the greatest enrollment capacity for the
state (i.e., expanding enrollment at SUS institutions, establishing a state college system, and offering selected baccalaureate programs at community colleges) are shown below:

Expand-EnroHnientaat-SUS4nstItudons

EstablisWStatelege-System

firKfurtzlithin=

AtithodmG-3- rnmunky.Colleges=to=0ffer
Selected Baccalaureates

Accreditation-Related Impact
Exhibit B-8 shows the potential impact related to both institutional and specialized accreditation of each response. As indicated, it is unlikely that the
SUS responses would impact the institutional accreditation status of any of the

universities. However, by definition, establishing new institutions (i.e., state
colleges) or substantially altering the mission of existing community colleges
to provide baccalaureate degrees would require approval by the appropriate
regional accrediting body (SACS). Increasing the use of joint use facilities or
the use of technology may possibly have an iMpact on institutional accreditation. Increasing the FRAG amount should have no accreditation-related im
pact.
It is unlikely that any of the SUS responses would have an impact on any of the

programs currently accredited at SUS institutions.. However, assuming that
state colleges would wish to have some accredited programs, there would be
an impact due to .the establishment of a state college system. It is possible
that adding selected baccalaureate programs at community colleges, increas:
ing joint use facilities, and increasing the use of technology to meet 'projected
enrollment demand would require consultation with related specialized accrediting bodies. Increasing the FRAG amount should have no accreditationrelated impact.

Time to Implementation

(

Exhibit B-9 shows the time to implementation of each of the possible responses

to enrollment growth. As indicated; the SUS responses, increasing joint use
facilities, and increasing the use of technology could all begin immediately,
although the full implementation would be incremental. On the other hand,
establishing a new state college system from the ground up could take five
years or more given the time required to plan, select sites, begin construction,
and other start up activities. Establishing selected baccalaureate programs at
existing community colleges would take less time, although there would be
start up activities involved in this response as well. Increasing the FRAG amount
could begin immediately assuming that the Legislature were willing to appropriate the necessary funds.

Flexibility
Exhibit B-10 shows the degree of flexibility in implementing each of the, posSible responses to enrollment growth. As indicated, all of the SUS options
would provide a low to moderate level of flexibility to the state. This is due to

the fact that while the number of additional students enrolling in the -SUS
could be controlled, it would be difficult from a practical standpoint to turn
back once a.commitment was made to,increase the physical capacity of any of
these institutions.

By definition, any of the responses that are capital construction intensive and/
or require the establishment of new prograrns severely limit the flexibility of
the state to change course or divert resources elsewhere once that commitinent has been made. Establishing a new state college system, establishing

85

selected baccalaureate programs at community colleges, and establishing joint
use facilities provide a low lerel of flexibility for the state.

Increasing the FRAG amount provides a moderate level of flexibility for the
state given that it can be controlled via annual appropriations. However, there
is a practical limit to the amount that appropriations can be reduced without
also causing FRAG recipients to "disenroll" from private institutions and look
elsewhere. Increasing the use of distance learning and instructional technology to meet enrollment demand potentially provides a moderate to high level
of flexibility, assuming that such programs can be delivered independent of
time or place constraints.

Geographic Access
Exhibit B-11 shows the geographic access impact of each of the possible responses. Given that increasing enrollment at SUS institutions does not address regional demands per se, these responses would only maintain current
levels of geographic access.

On the other hand, the establishment of a state college system, establishing
selected baccalaureate programs at community colleges and increasing joint
use facilities have the possibility of enhancing geographic access to higher
education by responding to demonstrated regional demands. Likewise, increasing the use of distance learning and instructional technology also enhances geographie access given that this mode of delivery can take pike
anywhere.
Increasing the FRAG amount would only maintain current levels of geographic

access to higher education given that it would be working with the same set
of institutions.

5.0 Summary Exhibit B-12 provides a summary of our assessment of each of the possible
land Conclusion responses to growth. As indicated, the largest enrollment capacity is gained
1

_

by establishing a new state college system, increasing the number of students
served by the SUS, and/or establishing selected baccalaureate degree programs at community colleges between 30 and 50 percent of the total pro-

jected growth each. However, these are also clearly the most costly responses as well. The remaining responses assessed would also increase the
state's enrollment capacity, although they would only provide marginal expahsions to current capacity.
As mentioned at the outset of this paper, these responses should not be viewed
as mutually exclusive approaches to addressing the issue of future enrollment
demand in Florida. Given the assumptions underlying our assessment of each

response, it is clear that no single response would be adequate to meet the
projected increase of 250,000 students. For example, even if the state were
1

to establish a state college system it would be several years before the instituIA

,

.

tions would be operational, thus requiring an interim solution to enrollment
demand. Further, the wide variety of students that will need to be served also
suggests the heed for a multi-faceted responSe.

It is clear froryi the data, however, that the state could meet this demand
through a combination of these responses. At the saMe time, we feel that
these responses should not sin:1ply be Aewed aS independent "add ons" to
Florida's current system of higher education. There will likely, be substantial
interaction among the various responses and the current higher education
delivery system if the state were to adopt several or all Of theSe strategies in
responding to the projected enrollment groWth. For example, establishing a
state- college system would likely iMpact existing enrollment levels at both
SUS institutions and community colleges. Likewise, increasing the FRAG subsidy may have an impact on current public institution enrollments in the state,
and/or may entice residents who have previously left the state to attend college to return to Florida. in shO-rt, we believe that any policy choices made in
addressing the projected statewide increase in, enr011ment should -ultimately
be formillated froM the standpoint of the impact on the total higher education
delivery system in Florida, and not in isolation tO the system.
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Additional Enrollment Capacity Gained By Each Response
Through 2010

4-3-11:11

Response/Assumption

Additional

Additional

Headtount

FrE

Increase Each SUS Institution Proportionately

(75,000 total). All SUS (except FGCU) grow
32%; FGC11 grows to 10,000; FTE conversion

75,000

46,8 3 0

75 00

46,80

75,000

6 800

of 1.6:1.
Increase Each SUS Institution Equally (75,000
- total). All SUS (except FGCU) grow by 7,500;

-/FGCU grows to 10,000; FTE conversion of
Maximum Growth of SUS Institutions to
45,000 (75,000 total). Tota/ SUS growth of

75,000; maximum institutional growth to
45,000; FGCU grows to 10,000; FTE conversion of 1.6:1.
_

Establish State College- System. Half of pro,

jected statewide growth will go to new sys_

125,00

69,400

tem; FTE conversion of 1.8:1.
Authorize Community Colleges to Offer Selected BA/BS. 25% of current credit headcount ;

would go on to upper division at CCs.

80,300

40,100

7,000

3,500

7,000

3,50

30 00

309000

15,600

7 00

Increase Current Joint Use Facilities. Average

Of 500 upper-level stbdents perSite at 14 sites;
FTE conversion of 2:1.
Modified Joint Use Facilities. Average of 500 !'

upper-level students per site at 14 sites; FTE ]
conversion of 2:1.
Increase State Subsidy to Students Attending
Private Institutions. Total additional headcount

suggested by ICUF; no FTE conversion given
that FRAG is based on full-time recipients.
Increase Use of Distance Learning and Instruc-

tional Technologies. 25% of projected statewide growth will be seived by DOT; 25% of
that number will be solely served through DL/
IT; FTE conversion of 2:1 .

7,487

3,176
10,944

26,957
11,436-

39,404

7,511

9,372

38,946
14,683

.13.9%

- 5.2%

29,574

11,150

FIU

UNF

89

' 37,085

9,019

37,479

13.3%

28,460

UCF

18,661

7,511

35,971

2,618

10,878

3.9%'

8,260

UWF

3,533

7,511

15,771

6,170

25,640

9.1%

19,470

FAU

7,511

7,511

26,981

10,567

43,912

15.6%

33,345

USF

15,438

4,288

11,372

11,655

45,000

7,511

40,856

3,414 _

14;188

5.1%

40,946

4,143

14,917

7,511

18,285

,

11,612

41,811

7,511

37,710

9,570

39,769

14.2%

2,921

Max. Growth to 45K (lc)

45,000

7,511

49,590'

13,335

55,414

19:7%

10,774

42,079
.30,199

Equal Growth (lb)

FAMU

FSU

UF

,

Proportionate Growth (la)

8

5
z

-2
-t

90

/ L.

,Increase Each SUS Institution Equally
_

(Maximum Growth of SUS Institutions to 45,000

- tiirrent six-year graduation rate for SUS F17Cs will continue.

.

25%

51%

68%

68%

68%

15,600

-

10,000

7,000

7,000

80,300

125,000

75,000

56%

44%

75,000

3,900

, 5,100

4,700

4,700

54,500

55,000

42,000

42,000

42,000

Degrees

75,000

Additional

Additional
Headcount

56%

56%

Current
Grad. Rate

j

degrees granted.

residents currently enrolled in ICUF institutions, which would not produce an increase in the absolute number of

"new" students over and above current enrollment levels. The remaining 20,000 would be in lieu of non-

While private institutions would be taking 30,000 additional Florida residents, 'only 10,000 of these would be

(Ancreac.f. Use of Distance Learning and Instructional Technology

Current graduation rate for Florida private institutions will contiime.

Increase State Subsidy to Students Attending Private
--Institutions#
,
,

verage of 500 upper-level students per site at 14 sites; FIE
conversion of 2:1.

Niodified Joint Use Facilities

Students will have same grad. rate as AA transfers to SUS.

,Thcrease Current Joint Use Facilities

Students will have same grad. rate as AA transfers to SUS.

Authorize Community Colleges to Offer Selected BA/BS

except UF and FSU.

/ Assumes median six-year graduation rate tor all SUS institutions

Establish State College Sy'stem

- 'v-Current six-year graduation rate for SUS FI7Cs will continue.

,

L'..c.l'urrent six-year graduation rate for SUS F17Cs will continue.

.,-,Increase Each SUS Institution Proportionately

Response/Assumption

N

93

lP_.) Minimal start-up costs

Increase Use of Distance Learning and lnstnictional Technology

Minimal start-up costs

Increase State Subsidy to Students Attending Private
Institutions

JD.--Minimal start-up costs

g,n4VIodifled Joint Use Facilities

Minimal start-up costs

y-Increase Current Joint Use Facilities

Minimal start-up costs

Authorize Community Colleges to Offer Selected BA/BS

'
Start up costs per institution equivalent to those incurred in
establishing FGCU through fY 1997 ($22.9 M), plus $10 M per
institution in site development costs; central office costs equal to BOR
as percentage of total SUS General Revenue support (3.4%). -

Establish State College System (10 institutions + Central Office)

L-Minimal start-up costs

r--#1aximum Growth of SUS Institutions to 45,000

i,)Winimal start-up costs

Increase Each SUS Institution Equally

L-La-Nlinimal start-up costs

.,..Iperease Each SUS Institution Proportionately

Response Assum 'Lion
-

s-

Up Costs

$ 336,763,100

Costs

Total Start- Other Related

$ 329,000,000 $ 7,763,100

Full Cost

t;

05

Establish State College System

Increase Use of Distance Learning and Instructional

Increase State Subsidy to Students Attending Private
/ Institutions. No capital cost to state.

7,800

30,000

Unknown, but significant

$-

$ 47,043,100

$ 538
$ 13,441

3,500

DOnt undergraduate instruction construction costs (less stucfr/library
cost) plus office space.

Modified Joint Use Fadlities

$ 47,043,100

$ 632,850,100
$ 538

$ 631

$ 13,441

$ 15,782

$ 1,095,256,900

3,500

40,100

$ 631

$ 921,270,100

$ 787

$ 19,685

46,800
$ 15,782

$ 921,270,100

$ 787

$ 19,685

46,800

69,400

$ 921,270,168

Costs

$ 787

Years

Over 25 Total Capital
$ 19,685

Total

46,800

FIE

Additional

On4/ undergraduate instruction construction costs (less study/library
cost) plus office space.

Increase Current Joint Use Facilities

Same as SUS construction cost less cost fix research labs.

Authorize Community Colleges to Offer Selected BA/BS

Same as SUS construction cost less cost for research labs.

'21Technology

a'

Aaximum Growth of SUS Institutions to 45,000

'Current
SUS construction cost per FTE (Undergraduate instruction +
,
office/research space)

Increase Each SUS Institution Equally

el;Cunent SUS construction cost per FTE (Undergraduate instruction +
office/research space)

Increase Each SUS Institution Proportionately

Res eonse/Assum tion

Capital Cost Per FTE

03

#

4

ci

.

-

.

7,800

30,000

3,500

3,500

40,100

69,400

46,800

46,800

46,800

$ 10,035

$.-

$ 6,018

$ 10,035

$ 6,018

$ 6,018

$ 10,035

$ 10,035

$ 10,035

$-

$-

$-

$-

$-

V 71

$-

$-

$-

$ 3,840

$-

$-

$-

$

$-

$-

$ 10,035

-$ 3,840

$ 6,018

$ 10,035

$ 6,018

$ 6,089

$ 10,035

$ 10,035

$ 10,035

$ 78,273,000

$ 115,200,000

$ 21,063,000

$ 35,1i2,500

$ 241,321,800

$ 422,576,600

$ 469,638,000

$ 469,638,000

$ 469,638,000
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Calculation of total operating cost for Option 5: 30,000 new recipients @ $3,000/recipient ($90 million)plus 18 000 current recipients @ $1,400
marginal cost per recipient of increasing the award from $1,600 to $3,000 ($25.2 million). Average cost per additional student is thus $3,840.

Assumes same cost as SUS responses

Increase Use of Distance Learning and Instructional Technology

FRAG amount proposed by Business-Higher Education Partnership

Increase State Subsidy to Students Attending Private Institutions#

central office costs.

Modified Joint Use Facilities
umes same cost as state college system; minimal additional

central office costs.

Increase Joint Use Facilities
Assumes same cost as SUS main campuses; minimal additional

Assumes same cost as state college system; minimal additional
central office costs.

Authorize Community Colleges to Offer Selected BA/BS

SREB VI institution average appropilation per FIT + average in-state
tuition; Same central office cost per FTE student as SUS.

Establish State College System

CfY 1998 GRF Appropriations per FTE + average in-state tuition and
fees; minimal additional central office costs.

Maximum Growth of SUS Institutions to 45,000

FY 1998 GRF Appropriations per FTE + average in-state tuition and
fees; minimal additional central office costs.

Increase Each SUS Institution Equally

r _Iperease Each SUS Institution Proportionately
drY 1998 GRF Appropriations per FTE + average in-state tuition and
fees; minimal additional central office costs.

Response/Assumption

Total

Additional Full SystemOtherOperating Operating
FTE
Cost Office Cost Costs
Cost

Total

Operating Cost per FTE

-

@

A

Response

Increase State Subsidy to Students Attending

7,800

$-

$-

$-

$ 970

$-

$ 3,840

$6,018

$22,944,726

$78,273,000

$ 3,840 $115,200,000

$6,556

Unknown $10,035 $10,035

$-

$538

$37,004,226

$533,739,497

$538 $10,035 $10573

$7,691

$266,635,807

$6,018

$6,089

$10,035 $10,822 $506,488,807

$10,035 $10,822 $506,488,807

$6,649

$631

$631

$787

Costs

Total Annual

Total capital costs per FTE.spread over 25 years.
Total start up costs per FTE spread over five years.
Annual cost is based on the total additional cost per year of adding 30,000 new recipients plus the marginal cost of increasing FRAG for current recipients.
Total annual cost per FTE for distance learning shown here is understated due to the fact that it does not include capital costs.

,R Increase Use of Distance Learning and
Instructional Technology @

4-2) Private Institutions +

30,000

3,500

odified Joint Use Fadlities

416

40,100

Authorize Community Colleges to Offer
Selected BA/BS

3,500

69,400

Establish State College System A

46,800

$787

46,800

Total

$10,035 $10,822 $506,488,807

Capital Operating

$787

StartUp"

Average Annual Cost per Additional FTE Student

2/

46,800

FTE

Additional

,tcalncrease Current Joint Use Fadlities

ffs

n@Maximum Growth of SUS Institutions to 45,000

ti Ibincrease Each SUS Institution Equally

Mncrease Each SUS Institution Proportionately

_

1_ X

10 0

LEJ
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C3Increase Use of Distance Learning and Instructional Technology

Increase State Subsidy to Students Attending Private Institutions

billlodified Joint Use Facilities

Possibly

No

Possibly

Possibly

Yes

Authorize Community Colleges to Offer Selected BA/BS

illancrease Current Joint Use Facilities

Yes

Unlikely

Unlikely

Unlikely

Establish State College System

IICC,Maximum Growth of SUS Institutions to 45,000

ll ftincrease Each SUS Institution EquallY

nnIcrease Each SUS Institution Proportionately

Response

Possibly

No

Possibly

Possibly

Possibly

Unlikely

Unlikely

Unlikely

Accreditation Impact
Institutional
Specialized

102

103

Immediate
Incremental

ClIncrease Use of Distance Learning and Instructional Technology

Incremental

Incremental

3-5 Years

5 Years or More

Incremental

Incremental

Incremental

Response

Increase State Subsidy fo Students Attending Private Institutions

4-tModified Joint Use Fad Ries

Increase Current Joint Use Facilities

Authorize Community Colleges to Offer Selected BA/BS

.Establish State College System

f[ Maximum Growth of SUS Institutions to 45,000

Increase Each SUS Institution Equally

La-Increase Each SUS Institution Proportionately

Time to Implementation

101

Degree Of flexibility Of Possible Responses To Enrollme
Growth

Degree of
Flexibility

Response

Low - Moderate

111hcrease Each SUS Institution Proportionately

Low Moderate

Increase Each SUS Institution Equally

Low - Moderate

Aaximum Growth of SUS Institutions to 45,000

Low

2), Establish State College System

Low

Authorize Community Colleges to Offer Selected BA/BS

Low

ancrease Current Joint Use Facilities

Low

-,.2Modified Joint Use Facilities

Increase State Subsidy to Students Attending Private Institutions

Moderate

Moderate High

(Increase Use of Distance Learning and Instructional Technology

Geographic Access Impact Of Possible Responses To
Enrollment Growth
Impact on
Geographic
Access

Response

Maintains Current
Levels

ahcrease Each SUS Institution Proportionately

Maintains Current
Levels

LL LLIncrease Each SUS Institution Equally

Maintains Current
Levels

4/1aximum Growth of SUS Institutions to 45,000
72, Establish State College System

Enhances

Authorize Community Colleges to Offer Selected BA/BS

Enhances

.k*increase Current Joint Use Facilities

Enhances

iModffled Joint Use Facilities

Enhances

.--,,,)Increase State Subsidy to Students Attending Private Institutionsl

1 a r-)

5ncrease Use of Distance Learning and Instructional Technology

Maintains Current
Levels
Enhances

mary Of Assessment Of Possible Responses To Enrollment
Growth By Criterion
.

.

elbcrease Each SUS Institution Proportionately
11111Increase Each SUS Institution Equally

44aximum Growth of SUS Institutions to 45,000
7 Establish State College System

Authorize Community Colleges to Offer Selected BA/BS
;

Increase Current Joint Use Facilities

30%

42,000

.30%

42,000

30%

42,000

50%

55,000

32%

54,500

3%,

,

4,700

I

WViodilled Joint Use Facilities

3%

4,700

Increase State Subsidy to Students Attending Private Institutions

12%

'5,100

Increase Use of Distance Learning and Instructional Technolow

6%

3,900

Additional Cost
Start-Up

Ca pita!

Operating Accred.

Time to Flexibility Geographic

lm act

Implementation

Access

Minimal

$921 M

$470 M

Unlikely

Incremental

, Minimal

$921 M

$470 M'

Unlikely

Incremental

LowModerate

Maintains.,"

Minimal

$921 M

$470 M

Unlikely

Incremental

LowModerate

Maintainsll (

$337 NI

$1.10 B

$423 M

Yes

5-F Years

Low

Enhances 2

Minimal

$633 M

$241 M

Yes

3-5 Years

Low

Enhances

Minimal

$47 M

$21 M

Possibly

Incremental

Low

Enhances/P-A

Minimal

$47 M

$35 M

Possibly

Incremental

Low

Enhanc-ig I)

iiMinimal

None

$115 M

NO

Immediate

Moderate

Maintains f 7.

Minimal

None

$78 M

Possibly

Incremental

Mei.te-

Mlo-d7r-ate

,

.

\

n.

106
0

Maintains)] ffi

Enhances Z,

interclependence
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Ten U.S. School Districts with the Largest Enrollment Increase
1984-1994
School District

1984

1994

Enrollment increase

Percent Change

NeW York' City

923,100

1,022,534

99,434

11

Dade County, FL

231,277

321,615

90,338

39

Los Angeles

546,990

632,973,

85,983

16

Broward County, FL

127,474

199,255

71,781

56

Clark Co 'Linty, NV

.89,627

156,348

66,721

74

Palm Beach Co., FL

78,374

127,519

49,145

63

Orange County, FL

78,624

118,666

40,042

51

Gwinnett Co., GA

41,096

80220

39,124

95

Montgomeiy Co., MD

88,811

117,082

28,271

'32

Mesa, AZ

41,746

69,160

27,414

66

.

.

'Source: U.S. Department of Education,

Florida Public School District Size, Fall 1996
District Size

# of Districts

Enrollment

% of Enrollment

Over 200,000

2

100,000-199,999

5

25.0
28.9

50,000-99,999
20,000-49,999
10,000-19,999
5,000-9,999

5

11

559,696
647,480
307,757
463,002
125;782
77,854

20

58,712

2.6

Total Enrollment:

2,240,283

1,000-4,999 .

15

9

Source: Florida Department of Education
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13.7

20.7
5.6
3.5

Pre-K Public School Membership, Fall 1996

Ten Largest School Districts
Districts
Dade
Broward
Hillsborough
Palm Beach

Membershipi
341,120
218,576
147,788
137,600

Orange

128,941
126,100
107,051

Duval
Pinellas
Polk

74,800
66,679
58,004
1,406,659

Brevard
Volusia
Total

Ten Smallest School Districts

Districts
Gulf

Hamilton
Dixie
Union

Calhoun
Jefferson

Membership
2,346
2,336
2,323
2,317
2,288
2,127
1,575
1,247
1,149
1,109

Franklin

Liberty

Glades
Lafayette

2,240,283

State Total, (Districts 1-67)
-N

Source: Education Information and Accountability Services, Florida Department of
Education
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1,867
1,059
2,077
'1,863
1,897

Gulf
Hamilton
Dixie

z

Source: Educational Information

(District 1-67)

Glades

.

ar Accountabilitf

57_'

84

51

84

1,048

Liberty

548
930
Lafayette
St4e Total' L 1 270,933

81

80
83
30

45 ;
' 89

80.,

76

80

75
67

' 54

51

647
1,272

Ti

14

47
56
54

Jefferson
Franklin

Union
Calhoun

White

80,357.
50,222
53,171
43,825

Districts

Brevard
Volusia

Polk

Pinellas

Orange
Duval

67,776

74,061
'65,406.

Palm Beach

Hillsborough

Broward

46,138
103,554
82,712

White

Dade

:Districts

'

4,021

3,365
6,277
2,435

175,505
31,540
26,067
19,640
.22,137
'
3,531 '

.

Hispanic

-

.

7

8
4

3

3

17

18
14

14

51

'

,

561

1,182

4,453
5,683
2,877
2,695
4,338
3,339
2,863
653

As/Pac/IS

1

1.8

25

12

27

13

18

69

18
15

,

356,237

47.v_

32
240

13

4
-

16

2.6
20.9
4.2 ,

0.2
0.8
'

39,956

3

2

6
8

8
12

1.5

1

3

1

13

10

24
35

3.6
0.6

.

06

15

85

8

#

#
%

Hispanic

51

%
19

As/Pac/IS

2

0.04
0.4
0.5
0.3
0.5
0.2
0.3
0

0.1

0.3

%

,

2.6
2
2
3.4
2.7
2.7
0.9

1.3

Ten Smallest School Districts

16

15

23

19

41

34
35
24
30
28

Services, Florida of Education

1,469
280
165
307
132
567 976

451
1,187
232
421
342

Black
#

114,756
77,222
35,663
40,677
36,661
51,268
20,294
17,522
9,734
9,466

Black

Ten Largest School Districts

-

5,181

12

2

5

#

Amer Ind.
AK Native

.131

186
172
126
157

399 '

268
577
469
527

Amer Ind:AK Native

0
0.2

0.1

0.1

0.1

969,350

1,480
303
199
562
179

391

454
0.1

0'

479

Minority

Total

294,982
115,022
65,076
63,539
63,535
58,324
26,694
24,578
13,508
14,179

0

'

'1,277
246
1

0.2

0.3
0.3
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.2
0.2
.0.2
0.2

0.1

#

Minority

Total

43

16

50

16

19

70

17

20

11

55

20

20
24

33

44
46
49
46
24

53

86

%

,

1 ,149

1,109
2,240,283
1

1,575
1,247

2,346
2,336
2,323
2,317
2,288
2,127

74,800
66,679
58,004

107,051

126,100

128,941

341,120
218,576
147,788
137,600

Membership

Total

tiseco dary a
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Florida Public Schools Duplicated Mentbership in Exceptional
Student Programs Fall 1992 through Fall 1996

Progam Name

1992

1994

1993

Educable Mentally Handicapped

- 19,254

21,033

Trainable Mentally Handicapped

3,073

7,33S

L

Physically Handicapped

4,686

5,068

_

Physical & Occupational Therapy

401

__ 520

76,000-

Speech/Language & Hearing

Emotionally Handicapped
Specific Learning Disability

Hospital/Homebound
Profoundly Handicapped
Total

24,670

26,335
7,800

10.3%

_5,498 _

5,794

6,344

35.4%

-5.11

_602_

639

59.4%

.

_ .913

..945

_909

21,745

23,050

23,967

24,666

102,324

109,478

67,807

70,863

78,543

_ 2003. ,_ 2,135

,

_

89,290

..85,232

_ _26.10%

_

25,358r .16.6%

Tt15,779. , 122,493

29,805

26.9%

83,331

85,681

26.4%-

2,107

2,107

2,215

10.6% _

9,030

9,698

-10,415

10,415

12,080

311,203

329,0CS

349,873

368,713

384%662

Source: Education Information and Accountability §ervices, Florida Department of Education.
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% Change
1992 to 1996

7,191.

3,523 2

81,731

1

Gifted

1996

78,912

884

Visually Handicapped

-_

- 22,854

1995

.

_

. 33.8%

24.4%

_

Exceptional Education Membership by Program
December 1996 (Unduplicated)

Ten Largest School Districts

Districts
Dade
Broward
Hillsborough
Palm Beach

Orange
Duval
Pinellas
Polk
Brevard
Volusia
TOTAL

Total

50,149
30,844
27,303
25,945
24,088
24,202
25,349
12,924
14,882
10,451

246,137

Ten Smallest School Districts

Districts
Gulf

Hamilton
Dixie
Union

Calhoun
Jefferson

,

357
382
602
402
415
471

Franklin
Liberty

276
220

Glades
Lafayette

167
133

STATE TOTAL (Districts 1-67)
Source:

Membership

414,555

Bureau of Instructional Support and Community Services, Florida Department of
Education.
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Pre-K-12 Limited English Proficient Students 1995-96
Te Largest School Districts

Districts
Dade

LEP Students

66,357
17,997
14,820
16,859

Broward
Hillsborough
Palm Beach

Orange

8,851
1,496
1,908
1,798
778
1,342
131,936

Duval
Pinellas
Polk

Brevard
Volusia
TOTAL

Ten Smallest School Distdcts

Districts
Gulf

LEP Students
0

Hamilton

40

Dixie
Union

2

Calhoun
Jefferson

6
6

Franklin
Liberty

4
0

Glades
Lafayette

73

1

22
157,030

State Total (Dis, t ricts 1-67)
*Currently being served in an ESOL program.

Source: Office of Multicultural Student Language Education, Florida Department of Education.
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Average Teacher Salaries-All Degree Levels 1996-97
Ten Largest School Districts
Distrkt

Number of Teachers

Average Salary

Dade
Broward
Hillsborough

18,718
11,247
9,460
8,201
8,043
6,882
7,052

$39,439
$37,496
$32,567
$38,679
$31,757
$33,032
$34,013
$29,288
$31,979
$31,776

Palm Beach

Orange
Duval
Pinellas
Polk

4,399
4,084
3,669

Brevard
Volusia

Ten Smallest School Districts
DLsltict
Gulf
Hamilton
Dixie
Union
Calhoun

Number of Teachers

'Average Salary

151

$30,070
$28,333
$28,225
$27,016
$31,364
$29,596
$29,949

Jefferson
Franklin

163
153
135
154
137
113

Liberty
Glades
Lafayette
State Total (Districts 1-67)

76
69
72
132,231

$31228
$28,230
$26,737

$33,885

Source: Education Information and Accountability Services, Florida Department of Educatioh.
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Florida Department of Education, Graduates Receiving Standard
Diplomas by Race 1995-96 School Year

.

I.

\

Ten Largest Schooi Distrkts

Distrkt

White

Black

Dade

2,223

4,276

7,019

Broward

4,313

2,477

1,104

Hillsborough

3,614

1,024

873

Palm Beach

3,310

1,340

626

Orange

3,166

1,277

Duval

2,431

Pinellas

Hispanic Asian/Pac Amer Endian/
islanders Mask. Native

Total

259

6

13,783

289

18

8,201

193

16

5,720

160

11

5,447

1,030

310

24

5,807

1,437

103

207

5

4,183

3,451

620

99

136

5

4,311

Polk

1,962

482

139

50

8

2,641

Brevard

2,285

350

134

77

5

2,851

Volusia

1,930

305

172

51

8

2,466

1

j

,

A
,

Ten Smallest School Districts

1

District

White

Gulf

95

Hamilton

70

39

Dixie

55

8

Union

19

10

Jefferson

21

69

Franklin

55

15

Toi.al

,

35

72

Calhoun

-

'

78
'

Hispanic Aslan/Pac Amer I! t -4.91/
isianders Mask. Nlat've

Black

132

1

,2

111

2
2

49

99

,

85

1

90

1

70
1

Liberty

63

i

8

,

2

1

1

60

i

.

Glades

17

4

12

33

1

,

i

Lafayette

State Totals

(Districts 1-67)

i

55

8

54,622

18,792

63
13,17

Source: Florida Department of Education.
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2,468

1 ZI

9,242

Is

491

;

523

28,414-,

33

9

8
16,379

4

3

3

24
41

30

16

2

242

117

3

30

3

3

Fl

Fl

4
4,382

5

6

23

8

5

14

1

3

18

37

6
40

3

88
20
28

77

52

78.

229

L. 223

66

.178

172

1,797

1,382

1,958

6,382
3,978
1,994
3,287
2,886
3,252

544

374

9,941

772

Non-Fl Total

71

47

71

68
36
55
65'
74

76

70

4

8
4

7

31

655 4,382

3

8

2

4

4
1

3

9

4
1

15
1

Non-Fl Total

Other

85
37
56
26
52
59,512

47

75

43

91

92

Educ.

113

80
65

74

'93

89
50

54

73

68
78
64

Educ.

TechnicalfTrade/ Total Cont. % Cont.

34

4i

189

66
'217

175

144

354

695
456

3

6

12

9

4
8
1
., 5
6
1
9
3,029 '/ 19,408 --\7,308
\

1

11

6

23

6

Total

3
5

1

1

Private

3

22

Public
5

Florida University

Source: Postsecondary plans Izeport, 1995-96, Florida Department. of Education.

(Districts 1-67)

State

Lafayette

Glades

Liberty

Franklin

5/

103

Union

39

54

67

Dixie

87
39
95
15
74
24
60
36
, 35
9
65
33
91,563 ) 27,891

54

37

116

Total

Hamilton

Private

62
47
37

Public

62
47

Jefferson

119

College/Univ.

Florida Community College

136

Calhoun

372

Ten, Smallest SchOol Districts

1,012

8

363

so

283
170

190

527

160

1,207

841

756

Diplomas
Grads

1,004

771

21

13

201

125

99

1,050

701

131

1,775

2,601

1,023

Non-FL

'

999
750

1,210

0
1,569
1,012

1,781

1

Total

3,516

657
718
1,006
919
367

189

672
383

Private

518
238
487
403
410

828

10

1,311

2,844
2,218
1,586

Total

4,630
2,536

48
62
45

Public

Florida University

Private

Gulf

District

Volusia

Brevard

Polk

1,567

1,210

1,780

818

1,266

4,582
2,474

Public

Florida Community College

Technical/Trade/ Total Cont. % Cont.
College/Univ.
Other
Educ.
Educ.
Non-FL

Total

4,422
2,760
2,916
2,514

Pinellas

Duval

5,943
4,409

8,375
5,816
5,545

Grads
14,057

Diplomas

Orange

Palm Beach

Hillsborough

Broward

Dade

District

Total

Ten Largest School Districts
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Evidence Supporting The Relationship Among Educational
Attainment, Productivity, And Earnings
Productivity
dition.

Education contributes to productivity and the state's economic con-

Worker productivity in the United States has grown nearly continuously since the
end of World War II. Postwar growth in U.S. productivity was slower after 1973
than it was before 1973. (NCES 97-269)
O Growth in education appears to be a substantial contributor to productivity growth,
accounting for an estimated 1 1 to 20 percent of growth in .U.S. productivity in
recent decades. (NCES 97-269)
O Enormous gains in educational 'attainment of young adults occurred in America
between -1940 and about 1976. Between 1976,and 1995, the proportion of 25
to 29 year olds with four years or more college has virtually stayed the same.
(Mortenson, February 1997-)

Earnings and Return on Education Increasingly, jobs that pay substantially more
will require postsecondary education. In tum, the likelihood of completing postsec,
ondary degrees increases-with the level of family income.
O The differences in earnings between college graduates, high school graduates,
and high school dropouts have increased over time, suggesting that the economic
returns to education have also increased. (NCES 97-269)
Across the nation, during the last 25 years, people with the least formal education

have seen their incomes and living standards decline; those with four years of
college have maintained their incomes and living standards. Only those people
with education beyond the bachelor's degree have seen incomes rise faster than
living costS, thus providing real gains in living standards. (Mortenson, February
1997)

O .1995 data reveal that, by age 24, a person whose family income is greater than

$75,000 is three times more likely to reach college (85.7%) than is another
person whose family income is less than $10,000 (28.0%) and nearly twice as
likely as a person whose family income is $20,000-$25,000 (46.8%). (Mortenson,
October 1997)
O Workers with higher literacy earh more and experience less unemployment than
workers with lower literacy. Differences in unemployment and earnings by literacy
level exist even within broad categories of educational attainment. (NCES 97269)
The returns on education have increased over time, partly in respohse to the use
of new production technologies, which increase the demand for highly educated
workers and decrease the demand for production workers. (NCES 97-269)
The three most commonly cited reasons for attending college by American college
freshmen in 1995 included (by percent citing very important): to get a better job

(77%), to learn -more about thihgS (74%), and to make more money (72%).
(Mortenson, May 22, 1997)
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Economic and Educational Status of Florida's Residents Compared to the nation,
the working-age population of Florida is poorer and less educated.
O In 1993-94, Florida had a 12% high school dropout rate (compared to 9% nationally)
and .ranked 43rd in the nation. (Kids Count, 1997)
G The literacy levels of Florida's adults are comparable to national averages.

In 1994, the median income of Florida's families with children was $32,500,
compared to $37,000 nationally. (Kids Count, 1997)
In 1994, 25% of Florida's children were living in poverty, coMpared to 21%
nationally. (Kids Count, 1997)
In 1994, 13% of Florida's children were living in extreme poverty, compared to
9% nationally. (Kids Count, 1997)
e In 1994, 16% of Florida's children Were living with parents who were high school
dropouts, cornpared to 15% nationally. (Kids Count, 1997)
In 1990, 15% of Florida's children were living in a neighborhood where more
than one-quarter of 16- to 19-year-olds were high school dropouts, compared
to 10% nationally. (Kids Count, 1997)
0, In 1992-93, Florida ranked 5th in the number of associate degrees awarded per
100,000.working age population (FL granted 745 compared to 466 nationally
per 100,000 18-44 year old population). (NCES; U.S. Census Bureau)
In 1993-94, Florida ranked 46th in the number of baccalaureate degrees awarded
per 100,000 working age population (FL granted 854 compared to 1,069 nationally
per 100,000 18-44 year old population). (NCES; U.S. Census Bureau)
(I) In 1993-94, Florida ranks 44th on a per capita basis for the number of science and

engineering doctoral degrees awarded (7.9 per 100,000 18-44 year old
population). (SUS; U.S. Census Bureau)

Earnings and Return on Education Floridians with baccalaureate or higher degrees earn higher salaries, see larger increases in their salaries over time, and are
much less likely to receive public assistance than non-postsecondary degree holders.

By the 4th quarter 1994, earnings for Florida graduates from 1990-91 reveal that
a worker with a bachelor's degree earns nearly twice that of a high school graduate

($3,884). The worker with a. baccalaureate earhed $7,707 in the 4th quarter
compared with $6,542 for the worker with an associate's degree. (FETPIP)
e By the 4th quarter 1994, less than 1% of Florida graduates of baccalaureate and

higher programs and 1.8% of associate degree graduates received public
assistance (compared to 10.4% of postsecondary certificate completers, and 9.4%
of high school graduates). (FETPIP)
O By the 4th quarter 1994, earnings of Florida baccalaureate and associate degree
graduates .of 1990-91 increased 34% and 24%; respectively. (FETPIP)

Reasons for Attending College Nearly half of all new jobs created between .1990
and 2000 Will require a postsecondary degree.
Between 1994 and 2005, the number of riew jobs requiring four years of college
will increase by 418,866 in Florida, representing 25.5% of all new jobs and a
giowth rate of 30.4%. (BLMI)

Between 1994 and 2005, the number of new ,jobs requiring two years of
postsecondary education or training will increase by 383,620 in Florida,
representing 23.3% of all new jobs and a growth rate of 23.7%. (Bureau of Labor
Market Information)
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Projected Number Of Jobs, New Jobs, And Growth Rate By Educational
Preparation Level in Florida, 1994-2005
I
1

# of Jobs

% of

# of Jobs

% of

Number of

6A, of

Growth

in 1994.
1,379,079

Total

in 2005
1,797,945

Total

New Jobs

22.0%

418,866

Total
25.5%

-30A%

1,621,2171, 24.8%- 2,004,837
2,425,8731 37.1% 2,976,285

24.5%
36.4%

383,620
550;412

.23:3% --

33.5%

23.7%
22.7%-,

1 .107,514_, 17.9%

17.1%
100.0%

292.424
1,645,322

17.8%
100.0%

25.2%

Education & Training
Required

.

4 Years of College
2 Years of
Postsecondary
.Education or TrainingHigh School Diploma
Less Than High School
Diploma

21:1%

I

6,533,683

100.0%

1.399.938
8,179,005

0
.0 00 00 00 0
08

0.0.00.0.0
oodood
o-oIA
42'

Source:

Rate

-CPm0N0 0

Florida Education and Training Placement Information Program

CP")

ostisAcolf#1

Annual Openings for High-Demand Occupations in Florida
Paying More Than $9 Per Hour by Education and Training
Level, 1996-2005

50,000

40,000

35,508

30,000
20,000
10,000

0
Management

4 Years of College

2 Years of
.Postsecondary
Education or
Training
Education and Training Required

High School
Diploma

Source: FETPIP, 1996 Occupational Forecasting Conference.
Note: Annual openings is the average amount per year for the next ten Years.

Annual Degrees Granted Per 100,000
18-44-Year-Uld Population

,Associates

,Doctorai
rProfessional
Source:

071
367

278

70

47-

U.S. Census Bureau, Statistical Abstract, 1995.
NCES, Digest of Education Statistics, 1997.

Baccalaureate Degrees Granted Per 100,000 18-44-Year-Old
Population In Top Ten Economically Strong States, 1994-95
Degrees Per

State
TOp 10

18-44-Year-Old
Population

Degrees
Granted*
309,418

(In Thousands)
27,797

1,113

2,178

New Jersey

19,908
24,627

3,253 .

1,552
1,500
1,479
1,237'
1,072
1,068
1,035
963
914 .
757

Florida

44,924

5,320

844

MaSsaChusetts,

New Hampshire
Delaware
New York
Virginia
Illinois
Connecticut
Washington
Maryland

40,297
7,395
4,466
93,549
31,106
52,270
13,972

21,828

,

2,596
.493'
302
7,564
2,903
4,892
1,350
2,266

76%

Florida % of Top Ten Average

Numbers-if-Florida-were-

59 ,21 2

at Top,-Ten-Average1

100,000
18-44-Year -Old
Population

5,320

1,113

"Degrees granted include both public and private institutions.

State economic health calculated from a composite index of seven economic indicators:
Percent of Population below poverty level
Median Household Income
Average Annual Pay per capita
Gross State Product per capita
Change in Gross-State Product per capita from 1980-1992
Disposable Income per capita
Change in Disposable Income per capita from 1980-1995
Souree:

U.S. Census Bureau, Statistical Abstraci, 1995
NCES, Digest of Education Statistics, 1997

Note:

Alaska, Nevada, and Hawaii are in the Top Ten, however, because of the unique nature of
their economies, they were omitted.
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Engineering And Science Doctoral Degrees Granted By
Select States Per 100,000 18-44-Year-Old Population
Public And Private Institutions, 1994-95
State

Per Capita

Rank

38.5
CO

26. 1

NY

8
14

IL
II

a ., 4,r

NC

1 7.6

21

VA

1-1,5

2

CA

1 7.2

13

GA

13.0

34

7.--9

44

H.

U.S. Average

17.2

Source: NCES; U.S. Census Bureau.

Education Doctoral Degrees Granted By Select States
Per 100,000 18-44-Year-Old Population Public And
Private Institutions, 1994-95
State
Ma
FL

Per Capita

Rank

4.07

938

Ir2

8AO

14

8.12
VA

GA

639
580

30

NY

5/9

35

e3,

1-89

U.S. Average

6.44

Source: NCES; U.S. Census Bureau.
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Fin-Oink

127

22%

$1,933,255,643
$501,668,026

$8,629,867,335

Healthcare

Corrections

Total (All Agencies)

$1,413,088,767

N-J

-

128

Note: Appropriations displayed do not include, lottery mOnies.

1

Office of Planning and Budgeting, Governor's Office.

182%

9%

J

131%

29%

129

80%

47%

Ten-Year Increase

52%"

%-of Total

through 1996-97, Volume 19

$15,573,873,306

j

$8,127,929,323.
$4,456,820,925*

Source: Florida's Final Budget Report arid Ten-Year Summary of Appropriafions Data,

Health and Rehabilitative Services
Juvenile Justice

Elder Affairs

*Agencies includes: Agency for Health 6re Administration

6%

64%

$5,515,094,130

Education

II

Amount

31

$1,288,457,023

Community Colleges

SUS and CC

TT:LTA
6-=97

15%

$1,888,318,198

$596,260,000

5%

1 0%

$8,127,929,323
.$1,292,058,198

59%

$15,573,873,306

1

$2,530,196,702

$1,806,123,888
$724,073,314

$11,924,266,037

$39,816,970,958,

1996-97

L_C7-v-E

6\

T

7%

2%-

5%

30%

0/0-t&a1

Source: Florida's Final Budget Report and Ten-Year Summary of Appropriations Data 1987-88 through 1996-97, Volume 19
Office of Planning and Budgeting, Governor's Office
Note: All funds are displayed, i.e., General Revenue, Lottery, and all other Trust Funds, including Federal Flow Through and PECO.

Universities

$5,115,094,130
$866,929,663
$421,527,360

Education Total

% Total

1987-88

$8,629,867,335

8%

$1,518,577,853

SUS and CC

Total All Funds

2%

$441,693,061

Community Colleges

6%

Universities

37%

%Total

$6,765,041,430
$1,076,884,792

Education - Total

Total All Funds

1987-88
$18,521,881,777

I

+47%

+41%

+49%

L+1:5)991/0

+80%

4e/16=Year-increase

T

+67%.

+64%

+68%

+76%

+115%

hulease

'r

Community College Student Fees
Florida Compared to National Average
Percent of National Average

Source: Washington State Higher Education Coordinating Board, January, 1998.

'1

r

Ifl

Change in Major State University Tuition and Fees
FY 1981 to FY 1997

Texas

California
Alaska
Hawaii

Missouri

MIEL

MEE
MI ILL

Mit

Massachusetts

4r, Aill.1.1:15:11E

Washington
Maryland

Louisiana

'Connecticut

. South Dakota
Ohio
Nev.', Mexico

Kansas
'Georgia

Colorado

Nebraska
Mississippi

Nevada
Florida

CCroloincra

100

150

ZOO

Source: Postsecondary Education OPPORTUNITY, Number 57, March 1997

250

300

4.735,300
61,040
296,000
679,328
1,000,000
100,000

10,000,000

$79,224,004
$12,624,762
$91,848,766
51 0%

1,621,813

61,040

296.000
679,328
599.243
100,000

3,000.000
$40,078,255
$9,000,000
$49,078,255
42 6%

Postsecondary Student Assistance Grant

Seminole Miccosukee Scholarship

Jose Mart, Scholarship

Mary McLeod Bethune Scholarship

Florida Work Experience Program

Rosewood Scholarship

Prepaid Tuition Scholarship

Subtotal

Plus Merit Aid to Needy Students"

Total

Percentage

FA

:

4.111-e.

11,758,000

6,567,477

Private Student Assistance Grant

it

$50.594,336

$27,153,354

Commissioner s
1998-1999
1997-1998
Appropriation Budget Request

Public Student Assistance Grant

Need-Based Programs
;
I

_

a

al
11

a

-4

II

'

so I

marrows*.
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e IO
S

SOO SOO

.
.

A

r
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State University System of Florida, State-Required Fees,
1974-1996
0

a)

.:s

45

S
o cs)

E-

Quarter Hours

1974
1975
1976
1977

$13.00
$14.50
$15.75

.

$14.14
$16.14
$16.14
$18.14
$19.05
$20.57
$23.11
$23.11

$3.76
$3.76
$3.76
$3.76
$3.76
$3.76
$3.76
$4.76.

Increase before Prepaid'

7.270%

3.426%

Prepaid Implemented

1988 .$23.11

$4.76
$4.76
$4.76
$4.76
$4.76
.$4.76
$4.76
$4.76
$4.76

1981

1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988

1989
1990
1991

1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
Increase after Prepaid'
I

Increase 1981-1996'

,

$25.42
$27.96
$32.15
$36.97
$38.08
$38.08
$38.08
$43.92

$15.75
$15.75
$15.75
$18.96

$1.06
$1.06
$1.16

0 oj
11.54%
8.62%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%

.- $15.75

.1978
1979
1980

Semester Hours

cz

$20.96: 14.14% 10.55*
$21.06

0.00%

0.48%

$22.81 12.39% 8.31%
$23.76 5.02% 4.16%
$25.36 7.98% 6.73%
$28.03 12.35% 10.53%

$0.91

$0.95
$1.03
$1.16
$1.16

$29.03

0.00%

3.57%

1.296% 6.275% 7.270% 6.275%
$1.16
$1.27
$1.40
$1.60
$1.84
$1.90
$1.90
$1.90
$2.19

$29.03,

0.00%

0.00%

$31.45 10.00% 8.34%
$34:12 9.99% 8.49%
$38.51 14.99% 12.87%
$43.57 14.99% 13.14%
$44.74 3.00% 2.69%
$44.74 0.00% 0.00%
$44.74 0.00% 0.00%
'$50.87

8.58%

7.68%

7.395% 0.000%

7.316% 6.431% 7.395% 6.431%

7.340%

4.640%

1.485%

i

6.363% 7.340% 6.363% j

Percentage figures are compound annual percentage iricrease.

,

Note: The State University System converted from quarters to semesterS in 1981. Since semesters are longer than
quarters, the fee increases associated with the conversion are higher than normal. Consequently, the quarter hour
fees art presented for information purposes only.
Sources: State University System, Florida Prepaid Tuition Program.
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